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NOTE T0: File
' f' $E ?h

FROM: Louis L. Wheeler /
Vogtle Licensing Project Manager
NRR, DRPE, PD 11-2

SUBJECT: DOCUMENTATION OF STAFF REVIEW 0F LOOSE PARTS EVENT

The purpose of this Note'is to document interactions between NRR and Georgia
Power Company (GPC) concerning an event at Vogtle. Unit 1 involving a failure
of a control rod drive guide tube pin assembly while the plant was operating
at power.

On May 29, 1996,'GPC (J. Bailey) informed me of indications that the Vogtle
Unit 1 Digital Metal Impact Monitoring System (DMIMS) had detected.a loose
part - possibly in a steam generator, and that actions were being taken (such I

as system walkdowns to look for unsecured material) _to determine the validity
of those indications. I was later informed that the indications were
determined to be valid, and that a decision had been made to shut down the

,

plant. Power reduction / shutdown /cooldown activities were performed May 31 - 1
June 2. }
The licensee briefed the staff on their initial findings during a conference
call on June 4,1996. Their preliminary assessment, based on loose material
recovered from steam generator #4, was that a control rod drive guide tube pin
assembly had failed, and that loose debris from this ,ailure is what the DMIMS
had detected. A second conference call was held on June 5, 1996, during which
the staff focused on technical interests (particularly primary system boundary
integrity) in any damage that may have been done to the steam generator. A
third conference call was held on June 7,1996, during which the staff
followed up on selected items from the June 5 call and then focused on
technical interests in the failed pin assembly itself and the potential for
loose debris to still be in the primary system - in particular, within the
reactor vessel (internals.and the core). To facilitate some of these
discussions, the licensee faxed six pages of drawings to the NRC. A copy of
those faxed drawings is enclosed (Enclosure 1).

The licensee performed a safety evaluation in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59 of
the changes in the plant that resulted from the pin assembly failure. On g

June 9,1996, a copy of the evaluation was faxed to me. I distributed the i

evaluation to the NRR technical staff and requested their feedback concerning
any issues that still needed to be resolved before the licensee resumed plant p ]_
operations. All NRR branches replied that they had no such issues. The
licensee made two revisions to the evaluation and faxed them to me. A copy of
the evaluation plus the revised pages is enclosed with this note
(Enclosure 2).

In response to a licensee question, I informed them that NRR had no unresolved
r

issues after reviewing the 50.59 evaluation. The licensee resumed plant
operations on June 12, 1996.

;

The licensee forwarded to me via express mail a videotape showing the results'

of the loose debris impacting on the bottom surface of the steam generator

ennn. .
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tube sheet and tube ends. NRR staff who were involved in the review of this
| event were informed, and several of them reviewed the videotape. The
i videotape is located in the Vogtle Licensing Project Manager files.

In a followup question I received from Reactor Systems Branch and telephoned
i to the licensee regarding their understanding of any reporting requirements to
: the NRC in the event the DMIMS performance is degraded, the licensee faxed to

me on June 20, 1996, a copy of two pages from Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.133 that
.

they would use to address this interest- Those two pages are attached as.
'

Enclosure 3. (It is also noted that on June 10, 1996, the licensee provided
via formal correspondence (Accession Number 9606140081) a 14 day report in
accordance with RG 1.133 concerning the discovery of a loose part.)

NRC personnel participating in various aspects of this review were:

NRR: Reactor Systems Branch - R. Jones, E. Weiss, M. Chatterton and
M. Shuaibi

Materials and. Chemical Engineering Branch - T. Sullivan, R. Hermann,
|

K. Karwoski, G. Hornseth and J. Tsao

Mechanical Engineering Branch - R. Wessman, K. Manoly and
F. Grubelich

Events Assessment and Generic Communications Branch - J. Tappert

Region II: J. Johnson, P. Skinner, D. Verre111, H. Christensen and C. Ogle

The lead GPC person during all the conference calls was L. Ward. Other GPC
persons were also present, as were personnel representing Southern Company
Services and Westinghouse Electric Company.

enclosures: 1. Six drawings faxed from GPC to NRR on 6/4/96
2. 10 CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluation w/ revised pages
3. Two pages from RG 1.133 faxed from GPC to NRR on 6/20/96

DISTRIBUTION:

Docket File: 50-424
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,

Catomer Retiersecs No(s).
N/A
Wes@2a= Refersace No(s).

WESTINGHOUSE
SAFETY EVALUATION CRECE IRr

1) NUCLEAR PLANT (S) Vostte Unit 1

2) CHECK LIST APPUCABLE TO: A-- of a non-latact @W hbe Smet Pia Assembly,
e- th- Tuw twenen and ar's - Pam

3) The wrinen safety evaluadon of the revised procedurs, delga change or modification required by
10CFR50.59 has been prepared to the exseer required and is attached. If a safety evaluation is not
rapired or is incomplete for any reason, explain on Page 2. Parts A and B of this Safety Evaluation
Onnck List are to be cornplaced only on the basis of the safety evaluation performed.

CHECK LIST- PART A -

3.1) Yesl. No_ A change to the plant as described in the FS AR7
,

3.2) Yes,,,,, Nol. A change to procedures as decribed in the PSAR7
3.3) Yes_ Nol, A test or experuneet am described in the FSAR7
3.4) Yes_ Nol, A change to the plant technl&al specifications (Appendix A to the Operating

License)?

4) CHECK LIST - PART 5 (Justification fbr Part B answers snust be included on page 2.)

4.1) Yes_ No1 Will the probabilky of an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR be
increased? /

4.2) Yes_ No1 Will the consequences of an accident previously evaluated la the FSAR be
increased?

4.3) Yes_ Nol May the possibility of an accident which is different than any already evaluated
in the PsAR be created?

4.4) Yes.,, Nol Will the probability of a malfunction of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the PSAR be lacreased?

4.5)' Ym_ Nol WR1 the consequences of a malfunction of equipment hnpottant to safety
previously evaluased la the FSAR be increased?

4.6) Yes, . Nol. May the possibility of a malfunction of equipment important a safety different
, than any already evaluated la the FSAR be creased?

4.7) Yes_ No1 Will the margin of safety as denned in the bases to any tarhawl specification
be reduced? ,

.

.

$
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If the answers to any of the above questions are unknown, indrats under 5) REMARKS and explain
br, low.

If the answer to any of the above questions in Part (3.4) or Part B cannot be answered in the negative,
the change review requires an appilcation fbt license amsadment la accordance with 10 CFR 50.59 (c)
and submined to the NRC pursuant to 10 CFR $0.90.

.

5) REMARK 5:

The answers given la section 3, Part A, and Section 4, Part B, abbs Sdsty Evalaation Checkilst, are |
based on the MM Safety Evaluanon. |

|

Reference document (s): |

FOR FSAR UPDATE

Seedon: Pages: - Tables: Figures:
'

Reason for / Description of Change:

SIGNATURES

/ **M Date: 6-48fPrg wed by: _

#

Dans: 4 fd , ,,,,r aWent Reviewer: .AJI.
_

, ,
,

h <if% Dats $e6%
'

Reviewed by: I

Reviewed by: M[ Dess: M
V I I

'
.

y _ , , - . . __ , _ . _ ,__
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j,.
! VOGTLE UNrf 1
i ASSESShMNT OF A NON-DfTACT GUIDE 1URE SUPPORT FIN ASSEMBLY,
j STEAM GENERATOR 1TBE5HEET DEGRADAT!ON, AND
i RCS1h08EFARTS
i SAFETY EVALUATION

!

1.0 INTRODUCTION

I On May 28, the Vogde Beevic Generstag Plant Unk 1 Digital Metal Impact Monkoring System (DMIMS)
entected a loose part la seens acerator 4. Wi&ls approsimmely 15 hours, the DMIMS ladications were
confirmed es :. loose part in the hot leg primary side of sement pseerssor 4. A shutdown /cooldown

i
j commenced and the No,4 reactor coolant pump was stoppei 92 hours eRe the innial DMIMS alarm. The

i RCS wwe level was lowered to mid loop and the hot les manways of all ibur steam generators were removed
j for et.annel head cod mbesheet 'aspections.
t

| Due to safety concerns regarding the presence of a loose object in the prunary side of a steam generator (i.e.,

i degradation of the pressure boundary provided by the abee tubesheet weid) Georgia Power made the
decision to shut down and retrieve the part.'

|

! Two parts have been recovered from the steam generator No. 4 and are judged to be from a guide tube
j support pin. He support pin out and locking device (disc) have been recovered from the steam senerator.

De nut is ihreaded onto the dank of the support pin and is then capmrod by the locklag device which is4

; placed on top of the nut. De locking device is capared by a dowel pin that is insertad through two holes

i on each side of the wall at the top of the nut. This dowel pin is then welded to the disc.
)

i
One pssible failure mode is that the support pla may have cracked where the shank connects to the shoulder
of the supprt pin, however the dank has not been recovered. Also, the dowel pin that is welded omo the;

lock ng device during assembly has not been recovered.

Tne support pin nut, thank, locking device, and dowel pin may have been intact when they entered the steame

generator. If this was the case, signifleast impacting of the locking ' device / dowel pin weld likely caused the
toding device to be released from the dowel pin, then be released kom the nut, and subsequently the shank

j separated kom the nut. Derefore, k is postulsed that the support pin shank and dowel pin remain
;

! unr covered in the prunary systam.

/4other possible failure mode is that the support pin shank did not fracture but the nut, locking disc and

1 dml pin came loose and the support pla la still la place la the guide tube. It is unknown at &ls time how
the items became separated but the emote conservaive assunytion for this evaluselon is to assume that the3

shank as well es the dowel pin are unrecovered loose parts in the Reactor Coolant System (RC3).

i
The purpose of this evaluation is to assess the acceptability of operatin5'Vogtle Unit 1 wl4 the postulatedj
loose parts present in the primary systein by evaluadag the impact of the objects on existing componcens and

i

systems. This evaluation will also address the sofsty significance of operation W Vogtie Unit I with es one
failed support pin. Siose it is expected $a the plant would react to a DMIMS signal la the steam generator,

i

j as a result of a subsequent guide tube support pin fallute, addstional posadated loose parts resulting from se
.

l
j
,

a
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failure of another support pin are not considered in this evaluation. His evaluation is applicable k da
remalader of this cycle of operation.

Although failurm in the leaf of the support pin have been observed la a fbreign plant, there has never been
a domestic leaf failure. Rather, the mods of failure has been observed W be a the suppen pin shank.
Therefbre, it is Westinghouse's judgement that the leaf would not fhil, and fbr the purposes of this evaluadon,
a leaf failure is not considered.

Westinghouse has connpleted many loose part evaluations fbr a number of plants over several years thu
address plant operation with loose pans and fbreign objeca of varying shapes, slams and materials. Dese
evaluations and plant speel8c analysis provide the engineering basis tbr evaluating the potential effect of the
loose guide tube support pin nut on the primary and auxillary system compoosats en determins if continued
operation represents an unreviewed sadsey question.

2.0 REGULATORY BASIS

The presence of a shank and dowel pin ikom a guide tube support pin u loose parts in dw pebnary system
et Vogde Unit I represents a change a the nonnel plant configursion. This 10 of the Code of Federal
Regulanons, Part 50.59 (10CFR$0.59) allows the bolder of a license autherlang operskion of a nuclear power
fesility the capabilky so evaluase certala changes so the facilky a described in the FSAR. Prior NRC
approval is not necessary to return to power provided the tim situation does not involve an unrevwwed safety
question or change ao the Technical Specificadoes lacorporated in to license. It is, however, to obligation
of te licenses to maintain records of changes, tests, and asperiments to the flacility to the extent that such
changes hupact the PSAR. 10CFR50.59 funbar stipulates the these records shall include a wrinen evaluation
which provides the bases fbr the determinadon the the situation does not involve an unreviewed safbty
question. It is the purpose of the document to satisfy the regulament for a wrinen safiery evaluation.

3.0 LOO 6E PART EVALUATION

3.1 BACEGROUND AND IAOSE PART5 INVEIGORY

ne control rod guide tubes are located in the upper plenum of the Vogtle Unit i reactor. These guide tubes
are used to provide a pathesy and suppon fbr the control rods. ,1f the guide tubes were allowed to become
misaligned relative to thel assemblies and controi rod drive systusa, frictional drag fbrces may affect the
abillry of the control rods to be insened whbin allowable time lladu and upon demand. De upper region,

'

of the guide tubes is bolted to the upper support plate. The control rod guide tube offiscdvely is a supported
candlever beam which contains additional restrains at the " free" and through two control rod guide tube,

suppen pins, also known as spik pins.

The support pins are located at the bocota and of the control rod guide abes and are insened into holes in
the upper coes plass. De only function of the sqpon pins is to provide lesral restrahn ibr to bottom and
of the control rod guide mbes. De suppon pins resemble a lbrked shape. De sp!k or krked and (bosom)
of the pins are lasened into the holes la the upper oore plaan. The top of the pin includes a threaded stud.
A aut is threaded on to the suppen pin, thereby assuring the suppen pla assembly to the bottom flange of
the guide abe. A disc shaped locking device is placed on ep of the support pin. The locking device has
a bottom key which engages a slot in the top of the support pin. A dowel pia is lasened through holes in.

the wall of the nut and is welded to the locking device prevendag rotation of the nut. Each control rod guide

.
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tube contains two support pin assemblies. The upper end of the fuel assernbiles are coupled to the upper core
plate by fuel alignmaar pins which are imogral with the upper core plus. This arrangemset ensure shot the
control rod is not subjected to any relative dispivamaar between the fbel assembly and the control rod guide
tube.

The following is a listing of the assumed unrecovered loose parts:

Descripcion: Guide hbe Support Pin $ bank
Nominal Dimensions: 1.93" long n 0.660" diaanster a the shoulder / shank connection
Material: Alloy X 750
Mass: < 0.25 lb.
Q-*y: One

Description: Guide Tube Support Fin Dowel Fin .

Nominal Dimensions: 1.0" long x 0.25' nondnal diameer
Material: Stainless Steel
Mass: 0.01 lb.
Quantity: One

.

3.2 REACTOR FRE85URE VE88EL SYMEM

3.2.1 REACTOR VESSEL AND DfrEENA12

Loose parts from the support pins are not expecsed to adversely affect enhor the upper or lower reactor
imernals. For purposes of this evaluatlon k is postulated tha tbs missing guide tube support pin shad and
dowel pin may be carried by the reactor coolant flot N the reactor pressure vessel Inist noaale, down the
downcomer and into the vessel lower plenum region.

The effects of loose objects on the reestor pressure vessel and imernals are classified ander two aq)or
headings: impact and wedging. If a moving loose object impacts upon a reassor presure vessel or esector
internals component, there is a concern ta unanalysed stresses are indeoed la the targa component. If the
impact load is of sufficient magnimde, defbrmation or fracture of the target structure may occur. Ifibe loose
. object is of the approprises slas so fk into one of the clearances between the reassor pressure vesset and
internals, unanalyzed loads are laduced upon these componsats as the wedged object is compressed as the
gap closes due to raladve therinal expansion. The mass of the postulased loose parts is not sufficient to
impart any significant Impass loads on the reactor internals.

With respect to wedging, the loads applied to the resceor vessel and internals are highly dependent upon the
geotnetry (shape) and massrlal of the wedged objets. Tbs ====um allowable mass of an Alloy X-750
(tenslie strength 110,000 ps0 oMeet of arbitrary shape wedged between the reactor internals secondary core
support base plate and reecer vessel lower heed was calculmed to be 0.52 pounds for anoese Westinghouse
plaar based on Ibe safety concerns of teactor pressure vessel stress and reactor lower lasernals lifting. Since
the mass of both loose parts is less than the calculmed allowable of 0.52 pounds, the loans shank fragment
is acceptable based on wedging concerns.

Thus it is concluded em the support pin shank does not present any safay concerns due so applied kapact-

and wedging loads upon the reactor pressure vessel and internals ihr normal plant operating conditions.

.-

-- - -- --- - - - - - -- - - -- -, -. ,
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3.2.2 COffrROL ROD DRIVR MECEANISM

De intact shank is too large m ester a CRDM. however the dowel pia is small enough. The parts may
become wedged between the drive shaft and the guide mbe, in whleb case the driveline may become smck.
Should the pan fragment, the potential tbr migradon of a segment up the CRDM latch assembly lacreases.
Once in a lach assembly, the fragmeer may or may not impact CRDM opersion. However, analyses have

.

shown that the reactor can be safbiy shutdown with the highest worth control rod stuck in the fully withdrawn |
position. ne sucking of two or more rods as a result ofloose parts is not considered a credible eyes. '

For control rod operation to be affected by a small part, the part would have to enter the guide tube through
one of the flow openings la the lower guide tube. Once imide the guide tube, the loose part would have to
move between the guideways lato the center of the guide tube and rise approximanely 22 inches up imo the
region above the mari=== guide tube region. Den the loose part would have to orient itselfin such a way
as no Isy across a guide plass and block the spider channel. It is considered an extremely remote possibility
that any loose part could eNect all the moveseents and placements neesssary to aNect RCCA movement.

3JJ NUCLEAR FUEL

The support pin shank would be expected 30 get trapped by the bo'aom nozzle. De dowel pin has the
potential to pass through the bottom nozzle if k is oriented mMy. Based on past experience, the parts are
espected to become trapped by the Sow against the fuel nossle. The omrapped pieces could slightly impaar
the coolant flow so one or two fuel assemblies. However, predictions indicans the even when blockage
completely covers the bottom nasale, full annovery of now occurs approulma'aly 30' downstream of the
blockage. R-== the bottom nossle blockage due to these parts would be much less than complete
blockage, Inlet blockage esects would be linded to the lower portion of the active core, where Departure
from Nuclease Bolling (DNE) is not a limiting concern.

Assuming the shank and/or the dowel pin west to weer or break down into small pieces, the potential exists
that they could pass through the bottom nosste. In this case, depending upon the con 5guration and
orientation, a part could locate between fuel rods and vibrate, resulang in fuel rod fretting fa!!ures. Based
upon extensive failed fuel rod detection efbns, typically one or two fuel rods may fhil as a consequence of
trapped debris. A conservative assumption is that in the worst case scenario, all four rods around a piece
of metallic debris could possibly fail. His would be detected sinco primary coolant tsdioactivity levels are
monitored regularly according no operating reqeiremsats.

Based upon a data base population of 750,000 ods **a= land by ultrasonic testing tbr clad failure, essentially
all identifLed debris related faDures were coanrmed to be located below the bosom grid. %Is suppons the
overalljudgement that metallic loose parts are notlikely to migrate nor collect at higher elevations within the
fuel assembly. His aonclusion is funbar apported by the relatively small How openings through the grids
and clearancas between the ibel assemblies. Also, sInce the loose pans would be saopped by the first grid
assembly, there would be no cNact on the DNB evalaations for the core. Furthennore, the local Sow change
would have a negligible eSect on that tempersmre. In addklon, sinos the loose parts would either be trapped
at the first grid or pass entirely through the that assembly, there is so eNect on the LOCA analyses.

Therefore, the presence of the loose pans is not expected to tesult in any operational problems with respect
to flow blockage, DNB, and fuel totaperature..

.
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! The current Vogtle Unit 1 core contains 12 fuel ====h!!as, all located on the oote periphery, which do not !
'

! have Deeris Filter Bottom Noaalm @FBN). De dowel pin from the guide mho support pin is a stamI===

|
steel circular cylinder 0.25 inches diameter and approximately 1 lach long. De dowel pin could pass trough
a non-DFBN fue naale because se largest Aow hole is norninally 0.376 inches in diameter. The now holes

'

j in a DFBN fuel assembly will prevent the dowd pin from entering intact. It is also not posible fbr se dowel

: pin to pass between two adjacent bottom nortles or between a bottom noasie and the cote baffle.
:

if a dowel pin entered a non-DFRN fuel assembly, k would be stopped at the becom grid and could eeuse
fretting damage e the cladding and fuel rod thilure. Assuming that the dowei pin does not west or ftagment;
to a sine small enough to enter a DFBN fuel assembly, the dowel pin would also be too large to pass betonen

,

; |

the fbel rods to another subcbannel. Based on experience, it is unlikely &at the dowel pin would fall back
| out through the bosom nozzle then enter another subchannel and fail that rods thers. herstbre, a am,
|

|
four fuel rods are expected to fhil due to fketting from a single dowel pla. Fuel failures would be most Ilhely

!
to occur in the lower power, non-DFBN fuel assemblies. No severe plant contamission due to fuel leakage

! of the non DFBN ibel assemblies is espected to oscur.
1

| In te event that a suppott pin has failed, se support pin is not expected to enter any of the fbd assemblies.
Only the upper shank of the support pin could escape the upper laternals. Even if a shank reached the bottom

~

of to core, it could not pass through any of the bottom montes, and it is unlikely $st suo fut damage
would result from a shank impinging on a stainless steel bottom noaale.

,

! De existing failed fuel rod or rods un Unit 1 may be the rueult of the missing dowel pin. No fuel rods were
leaking la Unit I until atleast May 18,1996. r%-i.*y das taken early on May 20,1996, showed that ai
lost one leaking rod was present. Indications of loose parts were detected in Unit 1 steam generator No. 4;

approximately 8 days after a fuel leak was first detected. Chemistry data indleast ths, most likely, fbal fromj
a batch other tan the fresh fuel loaded a BOC7 is leaking k is possible that more than one rod is leaking,

j
especially if the rods were operating at relative low power, such as the rods in the non DFBN assemblies,

i lodine data indicate that the leaking rod or rods have at least a moderate stand defInct which is consistent with,
i but does not guarantee, that the leak is due to debris fretting.
j *

After the fuel leak indication, but before the shutdown. RCS iodine 1 131 concesarations were approxhnarely
J

| IE 3 microcuries/mi and relatively stable. Data indicase that little pdlW tasaarial has escaped from the fuel.
:

Experience suggests that operation for 15 momhs with one to Ibut leaking rods lika the one(s) that emsted
| before shutdown will not be a significant problem. His assessment depends on the Inference that none of

the fresh f el, which opersses at significantly higher power than the other that [s leaklag. Therefore, it is
j

j
expected that continued oporation with the fuel now leaking in Cycle 7 will not restrict Unk operation through

;
EOC.j

!

|
3.3 STEAM GENERATOR TURE EVALUATION

If a loose part remains la the bowl of the steam generssor, a potential exista that the object could enter af steam generator abe. Review of the split pin shank dimensions and tube dimensions has determined est dei
object would have difficulty entering a tube since the manhoum diameur of the object is 0.66 inches and thel
inside diamammr of me tube is 0.608 inches,1: would require significant defotinesion of the object to produce
a shape that would permit the object so enter a tubs, and this is judged to be an unlikely ovest. However,
in 2e unlikely event that the object does become deformed in a taanner that will allow entry into a tubs, the
object would most likely become lodged in the mouth of a mbe. his would tend to reduce the flow in the

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. .
_.
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tube, howevw signiflcant plugging margin is available a Vogde Unk I and any reduedert in primary Boe-
due to this object would be Insignificaer.

Should the oeject become lodged in a location other han the mouth of a steam genwsor tube, k is likely that
the object would become trapped in the U bend ponien of the tube. This togion has a larger potenual to trap
the object, since the clearances between the object and the abe would be reduced due so the curvamre s.nd
1:eressed ovality of the mbe in this region.

The two mbe vibration mechanistas that are toiment fbr steam generator tube bundles are; fluidolastic
excitation and turbulets excitadon. Increasing the mass of the system by me weight of the shank will not
produos signincast changes in the vibration respous of these tubes. Conservedve calculadons performed
in support of this efibet indicate that the respoese Aequency could change a a result of this object being
present in the tube. Desteeses in frequency of approximately i Hz. or less (depending upon support
condition, tube locados, etc.) have been calculated. These response fkoquency changes could occur should
the object become lodged at a limiting locados, weR within the U. bend. However, significant increase in
amp!!rudes of vibrados fbr either of es above mahanisms are not projected to occur with such modest
changes in response frequency. In addition it sbosid be noted that if the object should enter the U-bend
portion of the tube, the object would most likely beneme lodged near the U band tangem point, and not well
within the U-bend. As a result, any potendal chatp in vlbranon characteristics would be further reduced.

Should the shank become lodged la a n&e, no signi8 cart retadve motion of the part would be projected due
to primary now considwations. The sine of this past would essentially plug the mbe. De blockage would
tend to reduce Sow and increase the pressure drop across the object which would thrther tend to lodge the
object. As a result, the past would not be expected a significantly vibram or have the opportunity to wear
into a tube. (Reference 2)

3.d STEAM GENERATOR No. d

Evaluations (Raference 1) were performed to assess the inesgrity of the tubes in steam generator (SG) 4 of
the Vogtle 1 nuclear power plant of the Georgia Poww Company which were subjected to llamage from a
foreign object in the hot leg channel head in lese May and early June of 1996.

3.4.1 STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

Design Strucaral Analysis of the Tube /Tubahest Wald

Design structural analysis of the tubs /mbesheet weld were perfbrmed. He structural analysis of the weld,
p.dvid in accordance with the requiretnants of the ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code, considered the
material as being of snaugular cross section wkh a base of 0.040 lach (the thickness of the tube) and a height
of 0.035 inch. An approximately scale illustrationof the febricand and analyzed weld shapes is illustrated
on Figure 1. Also illustnsed is the approxhnats lesation of the critical material section relative to the peak
stresses. It is apparets tha actual weld shape and critical sectional area are sigalficantly larger than the
idealised section which was analysed.

The results of the analysis were that the maximum primary membrane stress latensity was about 705 of the
ASME Code allowable values fbr nortaal, emerguesy, and faulted conditions. The local membrane stress

.

Intensity was about 305 of the ASME Code allowable values ibe the same condicions. Inelastic analys'a was
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performed to obtain to fatigue usage factor, which was found to be a maximme of 0.52 m se top of the
idealized weld. In sununtry, the design analysis of an idealbod weld which is significantly smaller than es
actual weld demonstrated significant margin relative to the A$ME Code allowabte stress and fatigue !!mks.

Review of the Foreign Object Damage

To aid in the evaluation of the effect of the fbreign object damage, the entire mbesheet (5626 sube ends,
including seven mbe plugs) in 50 4 was inspeceed by weetinghouse personnel using high-mselution video
viewing and recording techniques. MtManafly, the tape was reviewed by otet Westinghouse personnel and
it was concluded tat be most of the tubes it is readily apparent that the damage did not result in a reduction
of the weld geometry such that the cross seccon area would be below &at used fbr' the strucaral analysis,
i.e., the analyzed portion of the weld. For most of the tubes the outline of the tube /tubesheet weld was
clearly visible for the ' live * inspeedon and in the tapes, even though extensive peening anarks from the
foreign object (s) are also visible. For the most severely damaged tube /tubesheet welds, on the order of a
dozen, the outline of the edge of the weld is not clearly visible. Since the random peaning of me tubesheet
did not tesult in the separation of metal from the tubesheet, consideration of constant volume of plastic
deformation applies, thus, $e average locsion of $e original surface plans of to abesheet cladding would
be expected to be unaffected. Furthermore, the inspection and the subsequent review (s) of me video tape did
not reveal damage that appeared to violate (penetrate) the "as analyzed' boundary of Figure 1. This was
verified by a separare review of the tubesheet video scan tapes. The conclusion of the exanunation(s) of the
visual appearance of the underside of the tubesheet is that it appears that the amount of meterial present at
the tube /tubuheet welds is equal e or grener than that modeled in the original design analysis to demonstrate
compilance with the requirements of the ASbE Code.

It was also reported that there was some reduction in the entrance diameter of several hundred tubes due to
movement of the weld crown metal as a result of the penning action of the loose part. An estimate of 6e
effect of the diameter reductions on the flow characteristics of the SG concluded that a negligible effect on
the primary pressure drop and Sow would result.

It is further noted that there was no evidence of toering or cracking of any of es divider ptse, or channel
head and tubesheet clad matartal, or tube /tubenbest weld material for any of to damaged tube ends. Finally, |

it is noted that there was no measurable pnmary to secondary leakage in 504 fbliowing detection of a loose
part and while shut down was occurring. "!his fut1her indicates that either no penetration of te weld (s)
occurred or if any complete penettetion of the tubettubesheet weld (s) did occur, the hydraulic expansion was
sufficient to preventleakage.

I

structural Analysis of Degraded 30 Tubes

In the event that the judgement of the previou section is non conservative for some antaber of tubes, an
emmate of the structural integrity of degraded othes was perfbrmed. Since the evaluadon of such damage
is not specifically mentioned in the provisbas of Section'XI of the ASME Code, bliowing paragraph
IW3-3630 (and, perhaps, tbo toest ofIWB 3720 hr unenticipated operating events), an evaluation =as per-
formed which is in accordance with guidelines acceptable to te regulatory authority (ee IJnited States
Nuclear Regulasory Commission) having jurisdiction at the plant site, i.e., Regulatory Guide 1.121. This
Regulatory Guido provides a bests for evaluating the structural '@iof degraded 50 tubes. Evaluaticas
slmitar to those documenend in Reference 6 were perfonned which demonstrated that the interface contact4

between the abe and the tubesheet (TS) is sufficient to retam the mbe la es TS and so prevent significant
,

"
e

6

, ._ . _ . . _ _ __
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leakage dunng normal and posruised accident conditions without dw benefit of the asbe/TS weld.,
'

(Evaluations were performed to estimme the remetion strengt of the tube /T3 imerface in Westinghouse
Model 51 SGs with pardal dep& rolled tubes.)

no results of tuting perbrmed on full depth hydraulic expansions of 11/16 inch diameter tubes imeo a
tubesbest-simulating test block were reviewed. Following the expension of the tubes, the block was subjected
to a high temperature soak to siamine the stress rellet of the channat head to 34besheet weld. De (bece
required to result la significast movement of non-welded tubes which were expanded a a pressure of 30 kai
(recall that the expansions at Vogde were la clie range of 30.870 so 33,810 psi) was greater tan 4000 lbs at
room teenperamre. A normal operatmg pressure differsatial of 1265 pal would result in an end<ap load of
385 lbs while an accident differential pressure of 2560 psi would result in an end cap load of 780 lbs. Thus,
based on thefuldellaes of RO 1.121, the critical and cap lead is 1154 lbs, which is three times se normal
operadon load and is grosser than the 1.43 thnes the accident load or 1112 lbs. k is apparent that, without
considersion of other thenors, e.g., Germal expansion tightmaing a opersing conditions, that required
margins of safsey teleilve to tube burst are rest by he initial hydraulle expansion only.,

Additional analyses were perfbreed using a finite element model of the tubesheet wl4 the tubes installed.
De purpose of the analysis wu to calculas the contact pressuru between the abe and the tubesheet in the
Vogtle 50s for boundlag normal operating and accident conditloos. De analysis utilland conventional, i.e.,
thick shell equations, and finite elemas analysis techniques. A flatte element model was developed of the j
Model F channel head, tubes /tubesheet and shall region in order to doenreins the mbesheet hole dilations
under normal and faulted loading conditions. Thick shell equations combined with the hole dilations caused
by the tubesheet rotations with displacernents produced by thermal expansions of the tube and tubashast and,

by primary and secondary pressures were used to obtain the contact pressures between to tube and the
tubesheet at various elevations throughout the perforated part of the tubenbest.

,

During normal operadon, the minimum contact pressuts between the tube and the tubesbest is such ihm a
tuba /tubenhest laterface length of about 1.2 * ches is suf5cient so resist a pull out load of 1154 lbs. Under

* e
faulted conditions the required length is on the order of 0.8 lach to resist the accident load of 1112 lbs.
Dess analyses conservatively assumed the coefficient of thction between the tube and the tubesheet to be 0.2
and that the inhial laterfhos load between the tube end the tubesheet was sero.

4

In summary, the as installed interfhse fbrce between the tube and the tubasheet would be expected to be
capable of resisting the imposed pullout loads during normal or faulted condklons wkbin the guidelines of
RO 1.121. Likewise, assuming the lastalled interface fbres no be aero, the laterface loads developed as a
result of thermal expansion, internal pressure, and tubahest bow would also be expected to be capable of,

'

resisting the imposed pullout loads wi&la the guidelines of RO 1.121. Dus, in the event that the assessment
that sufficient weld thickness twinnins is not conservative Ibr any of the individual tubes, the tubattubenhem
lamtface loads would be sufficient to prevent the weld from being loaded, and pull out of the tube from the
mbeshest would not occur.

As-Built Condidon of the Tubarrubeshest huerface

A review of the fabrication records was conducted and it was fbund &m there were no discrepancias reported
regarding the expension of the tubes in hot leg of SG 4.. Dere were about three tauanaam where the nominal

, . hole diameter was larger &an the drawing maximen tolerance, a condition which is not significant to this
evalusion. In addition, a review of the eddy current test (ECT) das from the most recent inspection, a 505

|
.

,
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| laspecnoa, was conduceed for all tubes la rows one through Afteen. The presence of the hydraulic expansion
j without significant diametral anomalies was confirmed

| Allowanoe ibt NDE Measuruneet Error and Incremental Flaw Growth

|
| Slace the buis for this portion of the evaluation is the assenpoon of the total loss of the weldjoining the abe

i to the tubesheet, no allowanos for asesur'ement error or lasremental degradation growth la required.

Tubs Integrity Under Postuimed Limiting Coadiths

The final aspect to be considered is abe lategrity under the postulated loss of coolant accident G.,0CA)i

j condition. It is apparent that collapse of to tubes is not of concern as a result of the damage to the tube /TS

{ weld or TS surface. If eteeklag of the welds occurred a some ihmte thee, the susteos of the crack would
! tbre a conical section relmive to the abe and such that movement in the downward direction would be

prevented. 71nally, the secondarye9timary diftlerential pressure would be ~ 1000 pai. Po aMae the
'

penetresion of waner into the tube /TS ansolus would reduce the laterdersace pressure to about 760 psi a the
top of the TS, decreasing linearly to zero near the neutral bendlag surthos of the TS. Sinos a significant
interfacial pressure would 6till be present, no significant secondary-tc9prianary leakage would be expected to
occur

3.4.2 Stemma Genersser Tube Imak Roses -

In the unlikely event that the welds of a number of tubes should fail, some primary to secondary leakage
could be sapested. This section reports on the results of analysis perfbread, Refersace 10, to conservatively
estimais this leakage by assuming that the weld provides no resistance so leakage. Thus, the rammining
discussion is predicated on hypothesizing the the weld is not present.

Primary *-secondary leakage through the tube /T3 crevice is governed prunarily by the crevios Sow
resistance and the primary to = ri=y pressure drop. The crevice flow resistanes'is empirically datorunned
and the correlation used in this evaluation is based on explosively fortand joints (WE t na; e4usted to thea
Model F tubo diammer. A limited set of das employing hydraulically expanded Model F naes, Reference
11, was used to show that these crevices are of similar or higher resistance tan the explosively fbrmed
crevices.

|

Leak Rase Calculation

Leak rate through the crevices were calculated using a D'Arcy Law fbrasulation fbr flow through a porus i

medium.' In the flow equation, pressure gradient aloog the crevice is psopomonal to the Suld viscoshy, p,
and volumetric flow rues, Q an.

* Ky Q ,

where the proportionality constant, K, la the empirical flow tesistance coeficient, F is the pressure, and z
is distance along the axis of the crevice. A code developed to use this formulsion fbr Bow through corrosion-

.

.
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producxs in ads tubesheet aevices, DENTFLO, was used for the calculasions. In addition to pressure and:

| temperature crevice boundary condidons a value of K is input.

Crevice Flow Resisumes
i

! Using available test data, a correlation was developed for the flow asistance of explosively formed crevlees
: as a funeden of the calculated contact pressure between the tube and mbesheet. Data obtained kom taats of

| hydraulically expanded tubes, i.e., Model F tube /mbesheet interhce data, were compared to the correladoa
j obtained from the explosivelastalladons. For a hydraulic expansion pressure of 30 ksi, the lower 955 conft-

|
donce bound for the explosive tube /TS espansions bounded the flow resistanes for the hydraulic tuberTS

! expansions. Since $s hydrumlic mbe/TS espansions fbr the Model F generasers at Vogtle were perfbrmed
! at expanslon pressures grener then 30 kai, the correlation fbr the emplosive tuberr3 expension data was

.

j oonsidered to be validated ter use with the hydraulic expansions in the Model F. j
i

j '!be correlating parameter for iba flow resistance, the coetact pressort, is determined by a number of factors

| Including pressun drop acmse the nabe wel, tempermure diftbrential espansion and mbesheet bowing tom
j the operating differoodal pressures. The calculated contact pressure varies vertically through tbs TS and dao

!
as a function of radial locasion from te vertical contarline of the SG. To obtain conservasive results,6e

}
crevice resistance calculasion considered only the bosom 20% of the'mbesheet and used the lowest contact

i
resistance within tha lensih. Hypothetical weld crack losses were neglected and only crevice friction was

| assumed to contribute to crevios flow resistance.

h
; Leak Ras Rasuhs
:

| "the crevice leak rates for sonnal operating conditions at radil of 5 so 30 inches toot the vertical camerlins

i
of the SG were calculated to be ~ 2W gym per tube. Beyond 30 inchan, to leak rats lacreases linearly e i

I

j a peak leak rate of about 810* gym at a radius of about 49 inches. Thus, even if a sitalficent number of
.tubes should leak, the totalleak rats would be expected to reinain below the edininistrative leak rate of 0.1

! gym, i.e.,150 syd. If the estimated dozen most severely damaged tubes tasked, the total leak rate would |
!

! be on the order of 0.01 of the administrative limit. h leak rotas expected at fauhed conditions, e.g., a

! postulated steam line break event, are significandy lower than those at nonnal operadon because the depen-
dance of leak rate on contest pressure is of bisher order than the dependeoco on differential preuure. Thero- I'

'

fore, the increase in flow insistance due to the accided coadtrion pressure lacrease retards flow to a gremer
extant than the increase in iknr due the higher driving pressure.

3.dJ CONCLUSIONS FOR SG No. 4

In summary, based on the review of the visual exanunation of the tubenbest, it appears that the manorial was
not deformed to 6e extent shot the original design analysis seometry of the tubs /abenhast weld would be
invalidstad. Under thans ejecunstances, the degradadon of the tube /nhl= welds and tlw mbesheet
cladding (and the channel head and divider plass cladding) would be considered to be acceptable as is. In

2

the event that this iudgemset is non conservadve, only potentially credible fbr a small number of tubes (on|

the order of a desen), abs bydraulic expansion lastallation inestieteens and the inesthes loads developed
during operation should be suf5cient to restrain all of 6e tubes in the tubesheet wie margins greater tan
those specified in RQ 1.121. In addition, it has been shown that the expected lankage from tubes affected
to the extent that leakags seuld occur would not be expecsed to be significant even fbr a large number of

tubes.
.

+
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3J FRESSL1tIZER

3J.1 SPRAY HEAD

Loose paru could darage the stationary vanes within the spray head or lodge within the spray head and alter
the trWectory and pasern of sprey Sow within ibe vessel, possibly altering conda== tan enacts The laternal
spray head can be replaced as a laest date if k were to be damaged by the loose part.1he pressuriser safety
valves are she mechanism to lasure that the RCS is not overpressuriend. Pressurlaer sprey is not required

for plans asisty.

3.5.2 HEATERS;

!

i
The loose parts can impact agalast the immersion heater outer disaseter. However, since the beaters are

i
immersed in water, the effect would be minimised due to viscous damping of the water. The bastars are |

| replaceable if damage occurs.

' 3JJ CLADDING

Claddlag locaed under the water line could not be damaged by the loose part because of the low impact
forces associated wish the viscous damping of as water. Above the water lirie, the clad could be damaged

:
by parts entenng the pressuriser through the spray nozzle. Since the potential impact would be thom parts'

of Itale mass and would not have a high frequency of occurrmco, no damage to the cladding is mM.

34.4 HEATER SUPPORT FLATE

i No damage is expected to the bester support plate, as ibey are 0.5 loches thick and below the waner line.
The support plate will also be protected from impact forces of a loose part because of the viscous damping
of the weser.

3JJ RETAINING RASEETi

No damage to the besket is expected. The pomatial for damage due to impingement would be negligible due
; to ibe small mass of the loose part and viscous damptng of the weser.
,

;

3.6 REACTOR COOLANT PUMP
,

The normal operation of tbs reestor coolant pump is not expected to be aSected by the loose part. Seal:

j Iqjection Sow provides a barrier tha would prevent loose parts from entering the pump bearing and No, t
seal area. The loose past could possibly be fragmansed by the impeller and the resulting debris could enter

j the pump bearings and the No. I seals during a loss cf seat tapotion evens. Should this condtdon occur, the
,

increase is reactor coolant pump shaft vibration and the increased temperamte of the bearings and the No.
I seals would be desecond. Once identified as a loss of seal injection,.the operesor would proceed =tth

;

standard event response procedures. In this case, seal failure beyond the No. I seal should not occur and
;

j any leakage would be routed to the reestor coolant drain tank. Potential seal leakage is well within the
; normal makeup system which would allow for en orderly response.

1
*

:

;
;

1
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In 6e event ths a high reactor coolant pump vibration and/or the rsat bearing temperature condition is
allowed m persist, the potential for a spill to coprah===r exism. Mr wever, isolated stasis pump spills are
well within the makeup capacky of the safety systems.

De loose part should pass trough to pump bydraulle passages with no change in pump vibradonal
characaeristics or lacrease in locked rotor accident probability. Any signifloant snaeanical * npact to theu
pump impeller is considered to be highly unlikely due so Ibe small slas and mass of the loose pan.

3.7 REACIOR COOLANT SYgTEld FIFING

The RCS piping has been evaluased for the impact of the loose pet. A twiew o'f the e built drawings
mdicmas several componeau which protrude into the flow stream and may be impacted by the loose part.
The components consist of thermowells, acoops, and fut response RTDs. Each hot les pipe has 3 RTD
scoops with that responso RTDs and one wide range thermowell. Each cold les pipe has one fast response
RTD thermowell and one wide range thermowell Loops 1 and 3 bot legs each have one sample scoop.
Loops 1 and 4 cold legs each have one spray scoop. Based on previous evaluadons for parts of similar size,
it'Is judged that the RCS piping will not be adversely affected by the presence of the loose part. |

no inside cross sectional area of the het and cold les piplag is large in comparisN to the cross seedonal
area of the tip of the fast response RTD thermowell, which is less tan 1 square inch. Stace the cross
sectional area of the tip of the fut response RTD thermowellis much smaller than the inside cross sectional
area of the main piping it is unlikely that a loose pan (s) would impact any particular fast response RTD ,

thermowell. j

In the worst case where a loose part hits the fut response RTD thermowell, the force of the impact could i

damage the therinowell tip. His could result in aleak path wie a =pmum 0.25 in diameter. De ruulting |

leakage of reactor coolant fluid (andmard to be less than 100 gym) can be replaced in the RCS by the
charging sysum and thus the breech of the pressure boundary would be classified as a leak and not as a small .

break LOCA. The plant could then proceed with an orderly shutdown. |
.

A fast response RTD therinowell could be damaged such that the pressure boundary is maintained but the
function of the RD instrumentation is isnpaired. In aillikelihood, if an RTD is damaged, the damage would
be of a =ap_ hah hat would cause a deviation alarm on delta T ,and/or T-avg at to control panel. Althought
highly unlikely, if te RTD is damaged such tat the signal erroneously Indicates to e-is temperature, be
will no longer accept systeen paramseer changes, the anomaly would be detecced during the channel check
performed each shtft, or during the channel calibration perthimed during the refueling outage. Because the
dual element, narrow range fast response RTD, used during Mode 1 and 2 opersion, has both the active
element and spare element in the same thermowell, any damage to the RTD could disable both elements and
take the RTD completely out of sesvies.

If loose part. indications are received them the metal Impact monitoring system, close astantion should be given
to the RTD readings dudag the normal channel check in order so deserndne if all RTDs are functioning
properly. The Loop Tavs deviation alarm may also provide additionalindications of any problems.

.

f

4
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3A REACTOR COOLANT FLOW MRA$UREMEIR

Reactor coolant flow measurements are made via delta pressure measurements using pressure sansminers
where their lines operate wie a no now (l.o. statis) condition. The taps are Sush with the lasida diamseer

,

of the cross over les pipe and are not located on the bosom of the pipe. Coolant flow hos she steen
generator does not now directly into sees tape. Since the coolant flow is not directed lato to psessure taps

,

and there is a ao Sow condition into these tape, it is unlikely ear es loose part would flow isso the tap.
'

Therefore, tbs safety-related functions provided by tese pressure transamers will not be impecand by the
loose part.

3.9 AUXILIARY 51TFEb5 .

i Dis evaluarlon usesses de potannal impact of the loose part on the operabilky and integrity of to safety-
related auxiliary systems during future Vogtle Unit 1 opernelos. For conservatism, hasmansa have basa
evalumed, as well. This evaluation is based on the expelence of evaluming loose pans and fonign objeca
for several oter Westaghouse plants. The fb!!owing auxillary systems have the poesatial to be exposed in
the loose part, and therefbre, have been evaluated:

,

Chemical and Volume Control System-

- Emergency Core Coollag System
raaeniamaan Spray System-

Reactor Vessel Head Vent System-

The evaluation of each system is discussed below:

3.9.1 CEDGCAL AND VOLUME CONTROL SYSTEM'

Letdown Line
,

The only normally open path by which a loose part een enter the Chemical and Volumne Control
.

System (CVCS) is trough te needown lias. In order for te loose part to reach the CVCS lendown line, 's
3

must pass through the steem generser tubes. The leidown portion ofibe CVCS is used to holy maisvala the
. appropriate weer level in the RCS pressuriser. The only safety functions of the CVCS leedown line are
reactor coolant pressure boundary isolation and containnsat boundary isolation.

Any loose part the can pass through the CVCS piping is espected to be able to pass through the RCS/CVCS
isolation valves, since these globe valves genstally have sees bore sat is approximseely as large as the inside
diameter of the piping. In addition, k is deemed unlikely $st an isoladon valve will be able to trap an object
while closing. Fmthennore, redundancy ensures that the isolanon fhastion remains achievable. Therefore,
se RCS pressure boundary 1haction is not expected to be adversely affected by the possanal psesence of es
loose parts.

The letdown orifice provides fbr a pressure drop between the high pressure RC$ and low pressure CVCS.
Blockage could occur at an ortflos due to its approalmate 0.2" inside diameter. Blockage of the orifices
would become evident during normal opwation and would not prevent leidown via the encess istdown line,
which would peruut normal plaat shutdown.

;
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De containment isolation valves are loemed downstream of the letdown orifices. Any loose part tas is
postulated so be able to pass through the landown orlflee, is expected to be able to pass through the larger
redundant containment isolation valves. Also, it is dammad unlikely that an isoletion valve will be able to trap
an object while closing during its stroke time. Therefore, the conalar-e isolation function is not espected.

j to be affected.
.

| Note, flow blockage within the CVCS would, at teost, lift a relief valve or require use of the excess letdown
line until a portion of the CYC5 letdown 11ne ses isolated to rouwve the blockage. Passage of the loose parts;

4 past the reactor coolant fileur and the domineralisers is not considered possible. Therefore, no other CVCS
j function is expected to be adversdy affected by es presease of the loose parts.

?
j Ixcans Emiawn

,

he excess lesdown line is not considered to be essential since is letdown ihassion is only used as a backup I
i to the normal letdown line. Flow blockage could occur, bet is not expecend, in the 1" escess letdown line !

! because the flow is low and as such is not expected to direct loose parts has the line. Any blockage would
i

become evident during operadon. Blockage could cause a loss of redundancy, but it is deemed unlikaly that I

the loose part would hapass both normal landown and excess letdown ihnesions a only one given time.
,

4

| Any loose part that can pass through the ascess letdown line is expected to be able to pes through to |

|
Isolmion valves, since these globe valves generally have seat boro ihm is approximately as large in the inslde

: diameter of the piping. In addislos, it is deemed unlikely that an isolation valve will be able to trap en object
j while closing during hs scrobe tian, and redundancy is provided. Furthermore, redundancy ensures that the

! isolation functions reman achievable. Derefore, the excess letdown isotahon thactions are not rW to j

j be adversely af5seted by the potential pressone of the loose parts. -
1

i
j 3.9.2 AUXILIARY 3YgTEM FUMPg |

-
,

i Westinghouse has evalussed the residual bem removal (RHR), charging / safety lajecdon (CH/SD and safety

| injection (SD pumps fbr passage ofloose parts. De support pin shank and dowel pin may or may not reach
i the auxiliary pumps incass. Dus, the pumps were evaluased for the unrecovered loose parts and metal

j fragmems produced by these leses.

1
I The Vogtle Unit 1 RHR pumps are Ingersoll-Dresser Pumps model SX20WDF vertical, slagle stage pumps

with a diffuser, h pump and motor are connessed by a spool place. De critical laternal components for
the passage of debris are the impeller, the diffuser, the casing wear rings and the machemical seal.

; no CH181 pumps are Ingersoll-Druser Pumps model 21/2" RL-U. De SI pumps are lagersoil Dresser
j Pumps model 3* JHF. Both the CH/S! and SI pumps are horizontal, multistage, diffuser pumps with two

mechanical seals. Dese pumps have no weer lubricated bearings. De critical internal componenis for the

i passage of debris are the impellers, difthsers, casing weer rings, shaft bushings and mechanical seals.
;

} Fragments that reach the RHR, CH/SI and SI pumps will likely be limiend la slas because targer fragments
j would have already been fBeered by one or more other components including the reactor internals, the

conutammar sump screen, the RNR beat exchanger or the letdown orifices.1

j .

.

I

i

I.

J
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Based on the Itapeller ud difhser passage slaas of esse pumps, the hagments wul most Ilkaly pass dictedy
trough the pump Impellers and difhsers. Dere is a s!!ght possibilky es some hagments wul be large
enough w lodge la an impeller passage. If a hagment becomes lodged la the impeller, the puiny will
experisace a decrease in hydraulic performance and an incrosse la vibration levels due to me machencal and
hydraulic imbalance cremad by the fragment. His condidon could result in catastrophic fhilure of the pung
due to damage of the mechanical seal, te weer rings, and the pump bearings. His is considered to be a low
probability event.

It is espassed that abe fragments wCl be small enough to pass through the impe11ers. De majority of the
fragments will lumly pass through the impeller /diffbser laterface and out the discharge nozzle wis only sotas
minor grinding up of the tagments. His could cause some minor damage to the Impeller and diffuser vano
tips, but should not have a myor enact on the pump hydraulic performance.

Some of the fragments that pass through the Impellers may stay laside the pump casing and $3 potamially
small enough to pass trough the Impeller went ring, shaR bushlag or balancing drum annull. Fragments
passing through these clearances could cause scoring of the wear surfaces. However, none of to places se
likely to cause binding of : .vaning gump. After the debris has passed tiuough the pump, however, wear
ring, sheA bushing and oalancing drum Nishing scoring could potentially cause galling and binding during
subsequest ansepts to testart the pumps. Ncessful restart of these pumps can not be assured however the
pumps will be stanel as needed (br design nsts accidents and wul not be stopped until appmpriate.
%erefbre they will p rovide their intended saflety fbacdon.

He ground up fragm ets may be small enough to pass through the seal passages and imo the mechanical seal
cavity. Any hard, abrasive metallic particles entering the seal cavity could potentially damage the mechanical
seal faces and result la some machaleni seat leakage. The quantity and size ofibe debris actually entenns
the seal cavity will not be sumcient to cause catastrophic failure of the seat. Even in the met of mWor
mechanical seal leakage, the pumps have a secondary sealing device which will limit the leakage fkom thc
pump within specified llants.

The metal hagments in the auxDiary systems could case hydraulic and machmical degradation of the RHR,'

CH/SI and Si pumps. Fragmens which are small enough to pass through the pump Impellers are not
expected to case either catastrophic thilure of the pumps or loss of pump operability. In the event the minor
pump damage does occur, pump perfbraanse degradation or mechanical damage will be deseened during
routine surveillance testing of the pumps.

While survedlance tesdag can not prevent pump damage or failure from occurring, survelllance insting is an
effective way to assess the pump operabuhy. Proper survol11ance testing wul identify if the metal tagments
have caused damage to the pumps tha would prevent them kom performing required safety fbacuens.
Sutvalitamaa teselag should include as a =i=i=== the measurement of pump differential pressure, flow rase
and vlbrationlevels. Pump damage is indicated if there are any significant devianons from past surveillanes
test results fbr any given pump or if the test resuhs ik!! to satisfy AS!dE Code Sestion XI criteria for
acceptable degradalon.

If pump damage is detected, the pump should be inspected and repelred under the exisdag maintenance
program. It was also identified that the testart of a pump cannot be assured after debris passes through the
pump. De inabilley to rectart will also be detected during the pusap surveillanea seedag.

|
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In the unliksty event that the hagments entering the pumps are large enough to lodge in the pump Impellers. !

more severe damage could occur to the pumps. Continued pump operation will bejeopardised by the damage
to the Impeller, diffuser, weer rings, beartags and 'aasankal seal. k is very likely that pump operability
would be adversely aNeeted in the shortaerm. However, loose parts would typically not migrate to the ECC5
pumps during normal opersion. During a LOCA, the sump water is filtered so that loose parts larger than
the sump screen openings are prevented hem entering the ECC3.

The ECCS throule (or needle) valves are used la the high head and intermedime head lajection branch lines
that carry flow so the RCS cold legs. Thus there are eight pass where loose parts could poteostelly travel,
hewaver it is deemed highly unlikely eat more than one of these pubs would be snacted a a time. For his
case it is also highly unlikely that the support pin shank could alpate to theos valva. De dowel pin has !
the possibility of entering these valves only if it migrates to the either me high heed or latonnedtate head
ECCS lines.

3.pJ EMERGENCY CORK COOLDiG SYSTEM

The safety function of the Emergency Cois Cooling System (ECCS) la to provide core cooling during a Loss ,

* of Coolant Accident (LOCA). The ECCS operases la two phases: i$ection and recirculation. During the j
iWection phase of a LOCA, core cooling is provided by the accumulators, the RHR pumps, and Safesy j
!Wection (SD pumps.

De accumulasors are part of the Emergency Cote Coollag System and ats relied upon to provide borated*

wstor during rapid Reactor Coolant System (RC5) pressure reductions. The accumulators are pressure vessels
that are partlaDy fB8ed with borated water and pressurised with nitrogen gas. Durlag normal operation, each ,

accumulator is isolated from the RCS by two check valves, in series. Dese check valves are held closed by j

the differential pressure across me check valves. These check valves are designed to prevent backflow hem i
the RCS into the secumulators during normal operadng conditions. During maiat=amaan operations, the
accumulators ass isolated by motorgpermed valves.

,

During normal opersion, there is the potendal for minor leakage across the check valves! It is deemed
improbable that a loose part wi$la the RCS would be able to pass through a check valve via se minor

|leakage path. When the RCS pressure drops below the acc==datar pressure, the borsted water flows out'

of the sceumulasors into the RC5. Reverse now would cause to closure of the check valves. It is deemed
unilksly that a loose part would pass through the check valve while closing during the reverse flow condidos.
When the reacnor coolant system is being pressurized during the normal plant heatup operation, the check
valves een be tested for leakage. This test confirms the seating of the disk and whether or not there has been
an increase la leakage slace the last test. De ace =damars are filled by pumping water from the Refutilng
Water Storage Tank (RWST). Any RCS loose part the la introduced into the RW5T is expected to remain
trapped in the bosom of the tank. Herefore, loose para are not expected to be Introduced laso the |

accumulators toen the RWST. Nitrogen gas is introduced into the accumuister by the accumulator gas
makeup syssent Dare is no pah by which a RCS loose part can enter es accumulator gas makeup synsm.

Based on this evalunion of the flow paths fbr the accunsulssors, there is no known mechanism by which an
RCS toose part will be Imroduced laeo Ibe accumulesers during normal operadng condidons. Furthennero,
the presence of the loose parts in the accumulator discharge line is not expected to afEsct the safety-relased
thnetion of the accumulator check valves. That is, it is not expected to affect te ability of the check valves

.

J
,

| to open during rapid RC5 pressure reductions.
.

.

4
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| The only acdve components that are expected so be potendally affected by the presence of the loose part ars
; the ICCS pumps. The RHR and $! pumps take section freethe Raholtag Water 5torage Tank (RWST)
; during the iQoction phase of ECC3 operation A loose pan could be cassied into the Refueling Water 5sorage

Tank (RWST) via the residual heat removal return line when the reecear refbaling cavity and transfer canald

j is drained following a refueling operadon. Once in the RWST, the absence of flow velocky will allow the
i object to fall to the bottom of the taak where it =0! remain trapped la the best of the tank below the tank
j outlet. Therefore, loose pans do not become a thener during the isdession phase of a LOCA.
| -

; During the recirculation phase of an accident, the RHR pumps take semen from ibe recirculation sump. For
! loss <f coolanc events, the recirculation pumps feed the 51 pumps.1te costalsnant recirculation sump

i

strucare prevents debris from reaching the sump. As desaibed in F54R Seedon' 6.2, the sump has fine j.

mesh screens that are provided to provost panicles entering the pumps. Therefbre, due to the inbwent design |

and configuration of the sump screen, pesticles that would pass ducagh the sump screen would not be |
expected to adversely affect the ECCS ea=Ta=*ah. |

In summary, the presence of tbs loose pans or tagments is not exposand to have en adverse offiscs on the
ECCS other than potential of RHR pump lateractions. Pump damage cui be desected and ,ls not expected to
preclude the ECCS from performing its intended functions.

,

3.9.d CONTAINMENT EPRAY SYSTEM

The Containment Spray Syssam (C55), as described in F5AR Sectica 6.2, is used to provuis heat removal
capability to maintala the post-accident comainment pressure below the design pressure and is used to remove 1

elemental airborne lodine from the comainment annosphere. 'Ibs CSS is used during both the lajection and
recirculation phases ibliowing a LOCA. During the ladoctica phans, the contaimamot spray pumps taka
suction from the RW5T. As described in the BCC$ seedon, objects ass not expected to be able to exit the
RWST. Therefore, there is no effect due to the presence of the suppen pin shank or fragments during the
LQection phase.

3.9J REACTOR VE88EL BRAD VENT SYSTEM

The Reactor Vessel Head Vent System (RVHVS) consists of a runotely operable, safety grade vont path to
the pressurlaer relief tank (PRT) for use in vendng noncondensible gases Ross the vessel uppu head region.

Because of te low velocities la the upper head during nonnat operstism, as well as during ventag, it is not
expected that the loese parts could be carried upward isso the vessing pipes. The objects would therefore,
reside in the bottom area of the upper head and would not consdeute a poundal problem whh respect to the
operadon of the reactor vessel head veut system.

d.0 STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY OF GUIDE TUB 58 WITE POTENTIALLY FRACTURED
SUFFORT FIN ERANK

*ne potential for stress corrosion cracking in the guide tube support phs has long been recogniaod. It is
notad that there is a significant economic risk associated wkh fhilure of the pins because of me potential for
dunage which can result kom the presence of loose pans withis the ressor coolant systema. Further, since
da tupport pins provide alignment and suppon fbr the control rods, !buure of these pins raises concern*

.

rdative to the ability to insert control rods on demand However, becamas of the design of the support pins,

.

e

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ___
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short term operation with cracked or broken support pins was determined to not result in a safisty luue. The
basis for this dotarminadon is $s existence of a shoulder or collar on the support pins which allows even a,

guide tube with broken support pins a maintain aligunent.

Structural evaluations have been portrmed on control tod guide tubes for other plants assuming shber one
pin functional or no plas functional in order in determine the effect on control rod lasertability, Dunas
normal opereslag conditions, even if 6e support pins were not presset, tbs flaity provided by the guide tubs
hold down bolts plus the rigidtry of the guide tube kaelf should analncain adequase alignment. Even during
accident conditions, only one pin is needed to restrain the lower end of the guide tube. However, if only one
pin were installed the guide tubes would be subject m a torsional displaceaset which is not desirable.

However, if(plant operatas fbr multiple cycles with broken support pins, k is conceivable that this could
result in wear of abs support pin shoulder and/or the corrueponding bones in the upper core plus. If this
occurs, the loads acting on the control rod guide tubes alght result in de8ections and lateral misalignment
of the guide tubes. 1%e results of costrol rod drop time tasa can be useful in determining if signincant
misalignments exist at normal plant operadng conditions. If significant wear has occurred and if normal
operating loads are sufficiendy large no affect the alignment of guide tubes which contain degraded pins, na
increase in rod drop time over the lifs of the plant would be expected in patticular, the flexibility is such

i that guide tubes located in the high flow locations near the outlet nozzles would be most affected by this wear
phenomenon.

A review of historical tod drop time data for Vogtie Unh I was performed. Taking lam consideration' the<

fuel design changes that have occurred, there Is no trend that Indicates degradadon,1hus it is reasonable to
conclude that significant wear at the seppott pin shoulder to core plate interface has probably not occurred
and the enntrol rods wl]l continue 1o function normally, even under small break LOCA conditions.
(Referera 3)

g.8 ASiE88bMNT OF UNREVIEWED SAFEIT QUESTION

Operaton of Vogde Unit 1 with broken guide nahe support pins and one support pin shank and one dowel
pin pruent in the primary system has basa evaluated using the guidance of NSAC-115 and does not represent
an unreviewed safety question based as the following jusufncation.

1. Will the probability of an accidset previously evaluated in the PSAR be increased?
.

The presence of loose para in the RCS of Vogtle Unit 1 do not cause the initiation of any
'

No.
accident nor create any new credble'thniting single fhilure not result in any event previously doomed
incredible being made credible. In addition, the safety funcdons of safety related systems and
components, which are related to preventing transients fkom evolving ineo accidents have not been
altered. Thersibre, the probability of an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR will not be
increased by the proposed modification. Systen integrity is maintainad-

Additionally, the presence of loose parts !s not expected to adversely affect the nuclear fuel from a
flow blockage, DNB, or fust umpersure standpoint durlag normal operation and postulated accident

; .
conditions.

:

|

.

. . . , . - , ,
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l.
Due to the design of the support pins, operation for the current cycle with eracked or broken support2

j pins was also determined to not result in a safety issue.

!
a

| 2. Will the consequences of an accident previously evaluesed in de FS AR be increased?
f

! No. De poenarsal presence of the loose pans do not aNect the latogrity of the fuel assembly or
reactor internals such that its function la the courol of radiological consequences is aftseted nor does

:

i its presence artlect any fissloa product barrier. %s possibilky of these loose parts do not change,
! degrade, or prevent the respones of saisty relased mitign: loa systems to accident scenarios, se
! described in the F5AR. Dare is no ansat ce any assumption previously made la the radiological
j oonsequence evaluations not aSust on the mitigation of the radiological consequenses of so accident
' described la the FS AR. Therefore, the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the FS AR

will not be lacreased. Potencial damage to the fuel will not result la cladding failure in excess of that
already assumed for tbs initial conditions of accideau.

;

| The only consequence of normal plant operation or a design basis event with the observed condittee
j of SG 4 tube frS welds, would be negligible leakage between the primary to secondary systems, %

; tube leak rate expected during normal opersuon will remain below the administrative limit. The leak
rate expected during design basis events are significently lower tan those at normal operation because'

| of the dependence of leak rate on anbe/T5 contact pressure, and will remain within leak.rmes
j previously assumed for accident analyses.

i

i

! 3. May the possibulty of an accident which is different than any already evaluated.to the FSAR be
| increased?

h
No. He potential presence of loose parts does not cause the initiation of any accident nor crosse
any new credible limiting single failure and does not result in any event previously deemed lacredible;
being made credible. All credible scenarios of migration, lodging, or impacting of the loose objectsj have been evaluated. None of these scenarlos results in an lacrease in the probability of an acciders,

,

{
including any accidents that may be dl5sreet than already evaluased in the FSAR. De probability

! of the lou of RHR fanetion during shundown (US NRC Generic Letter 85-17) has not been increased.

! Surveulance testing will be conduceed to minimise the effects on the ECC$ pumps.
1

| In addition, the safety fhactions of safbty relased systems and components, which are related to
j accident mitigatim, have not been altered. As such, the potential pressace of loose parta does not

{ crisate the possibility of an accident diSerent than any evaluneed in the FSAR.

!
!

| 4. Will the probability of a malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the
i FSAR be increased?
!

No. An evaluation of equipmsat impo'rtant so sassey has been perfbrmed with loose parts present in .

! the primary system, and plant operadon was ibund a be acceptable. He components eva!usted
tecluded the reactor pressure vessel system, steem generator, pressuriser, reactor coolant pump,I -

reactor coolant system piping, and auxillary equipment. Due to the design of the support pins,
i

i
i

f
i

}
1

L.. . . - .-. . . -
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operados for the current cycle widi crehad or broken support pins wu determined to be acceptable.
It has bena determined the loose pans can potentially cause minor degradation of the RHR pumps.
However, surveDiance testing of the pumps wSi ==Imt** iba potential ibe pump thuuto due to the
presence of loose parts and wDI assess pump operabuity. The loose parts are not expected to
adversely impass any othat safety-related equipesst or lastrumentation. It is not noticipated that loose
parts will adversely impact any safbty related InimLmentation flroen performing las latended safety-
related function.

An engineering evaluation of the presset condition of the tuberr5 welds of 3G 4 concluded that
sigtnficant margin still exists relative a the A5biE Code allowable stress and it Igue liadta ibe the
damaged regions. Concurrent analysis of the aberT5 laserface led to the conclusion that margins in
socordance with the guidelines of RO 1.131 would be maiwained in the evens of any non conservatism
in the evaluation of the current condition of the welds. Thus the structural lasagrhy of the steam
generators is mamentand concisteer with the P$AR and the probability of their malfunction is not
increased beyond that which was acceptable in the FSAR.

5. Will the consequeness of a malfunction of equiptnant important to safety previously evatusted in the
FSAR be lacreased?

No. The presence of loose parts does not impact the amdam analyses or plant =eeld== scamarlos.
ECCS functions will not be adversely aNacted.1he response of the plant safety systeens, when
subjected to accident conditions, wul not be affected so as to provers the mitigation of accidents
previously evaluated in tbs FSAR. Therefbre, the presence of loose paru wS1 not lacrease the
radiological consequences of a malthnetion of equipment previously evaluesed in the FSAR.

The 50 tube leak rate has been shown to remala below the administrative limit during normal
operation, b leak rates expected during design basis events are expected to be significantly lower
than those at normal operation. Therefore the consequenas of release of radioactive material from
the steam generators is withis the F5AR usumptions.

6. May the possibuity of a realfunction of equipmans 'unportant to safety different than any already
evaluated in the PSAR be created?

.' |
No. Loose paru are not expected to adversely asect the reactor vessel, reactor internals, pressuriser, i
reactor coolant puny, or thermal equipment. The loose parts will not adversely impaa any safety-

'

related instruma==ta= because the loose parts are not expeced to move and orient themselves to
affam the instrue

lhe proposed modification does not cause the lattiation of any accident nor senate any new credible
limiting single fhilure. The proposed modifleados does not result la any event previously deemed
incredible being made credible. la addition, the safay functions of safety reisend systems and
components, which are retmed to occident mitigedon, have not teen altered. As such, the loose parts
do not creme the possibuity of an equipment malfunction difflerent than say evaluated in the FS AR.

.
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1

!- 7. Wut the margin of saftty as defined in the bases to any technical specification be reduced?
.

No. This situmon does not affect the bases of any Technical Specificulos. The margin of safety

j with respect to plam safety is provides, in part, by the safety thcsers included in the ASME Code and

j by the conservatisms inherent in the accident analyses. An engineering ovaluation of the damaged
i tuberTS welds concluded that they sentinue to be in accord with the assumptions of to orig |nal design

j analysis and so rernn the inherent margin of safety associated wie the use of the ASME Code.
1

5 It has been concluded the imagrhy of the pressure boundary has na changed u a result of te

.
presease of loose parts. The margin of safety is not reduced, sinos loose parts do not crease any

| condison more limking man est assumed in the plant safbey analyses. The presence of loose parts l

I will not cause the availability, operability, or perfortnance of the safety related systems and I

j componens so be less than previously accepted.
;

5

d.0 CONCLUSION
!

) Operation of Vogtie Unit I wie oss guide $ibe support pin brobsa and the shank and dowel pla present in
j the primary system has been evalussed using the guidance of NSAC-135. This evaluation concludes that the

i plar.t components and safety systems will not be adversely affected during normal operation and accident
co.Altions due to the broken guide tube suppott pin for eis operating cycle, and $1s simation does,not!

| tepresent an unreviewed safety question.
t
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GP-16496
Westinghouse Energ Systsms emas
Electric Corporation Pm** rweinie istacus*

June 10,1996
,

M WWA 5053B

Mr. C. K. McCoy
Vice President, Nuclear Vogtle Project
Georgia Power Company
P. O. Box 1295

i Birmingham, Alabama 35201

VOGTLE ELECTFJC GENERATINGPLANT
UNIT 1 1

Non-Intact Guide Tube Suonort Pln Anembk Steam Generator
Tuhnheet Demdation and RCS Loose Parts

|Dear Mr. McCoy:

Attached is Westinghouse Safety Evaluation Checklist, SBCL-96-098 Rev.1. This revision
incorporates comments on the SECL provided by Jeff Gasser's E-mail on June 9,1996.

Questions or comments may be directed to this office or to Don CW st (412) 374-4999.

Sincerely,

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION

f
*

t.s-

Attachment J. L. Taln, Manager
Cwrgia PowerCompany Projects
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Customar Es6srunes No(s).
N/A
Westinghouse Rahrenos No(s).

W5811NGROUSE
EAFETY EVALUATBON OIECE LET

1) NUCLEAR PLANT (3) Vomle Unk 1
'

2) QECK UST APPLICABLE TO: Assessmem of a non t- Omide Tde Erdi Pin Assemidy.- - c- ----s+ " + = > mee r e - --

3)
The wrtana safbty waluation of the zwised procedars, design change er medlScation regelred by
10CFR$0.59 has been prepared a the estas required and is estashed. E a safety evaluation is not
required or is lacomplate br aqy reason, esplak on Pass 2. Parts A and 3 of tis Sedity Evaluasion
Check List are to be complaud only on the baals of the safisy walastlos perbemed

CKHCK LIST- PART A

3.1) Yul No A change to the plant as described in to PSAR7 -
-

3.2) Yet Nel A chasse to procedura as decribed la te PSART i

3.3) Yes Nol. A test or esperiment not dancribed la es PEAR 7
34) Y C Nol. to the plant tachaical speciSessions (Appendht A to the Operating

4) CHECK LIST PART E Destificatica br Pan B answers anst be faciudad on page 2.)
{

4.1) Yes No1 Wlu the probabilky of as accident powlously evaluaned in the PSAR be
tasaised? .

4.2) Ym.,, No1 Wal Ibe sensequence of as accidset prwicualy weluased la the PSAR be
lacrossed? ;

*

!4.3) Yes_ No1 May the possibilleyof an assident which is di 2than any already waluated !
la the PSAR be eressed?

Yes. Nol, Weesprobabukyof amalfunctionofequipmer.:hupanantto safetyprwiouslyf4,4)

ovaloseed laihe PSAR be incrossed? )
i4.5) Yes

Nol. Will es consequences of a as1 function of equipment important to sassey
prwisesty walumed la es PsAR in increased?

4.6) Yes_ Nel Mqy the possiblity of a malfunction of equipment leportant to saasty diftrenti
'

ihan any already evahiated in iba PSAR be usated?
4,7)

Yes_,. Nol; Win ihn margia of sadisy as denned in Ibe bases to any tachalcal speciftsation}
beneduced? |

'

,

i

|

1

1
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If the answers e any of the above quatlocs are unirnown, indicus under 5) REMARKS and explain
-

I
be|Ow.

If the meswer to any of the above questions la Pan (3.4) or Pan 3 cannot be answered la the negative,
the change review requires an applicadon kr llocase == in accordance with to CFR 50.59 (c)
and rabmitted to the NRC punuant to 10 CFR 50.90.

5) REMARKS:

The answers gNea la Section 3. Part A, and Section 4, Pan B, of the Safety Evaluadon Checidtst, art
based on tbs stached Safety Evaluadca.

Refernacs documsat(s):

POR FRAR UPDATE,

Section: Pages: Tablas:- Figures:-
__

__

Reason fbr / Description of Change: ~

,

4

Prepared by: A AM - Date: Shd/%1

f /

Independent Reviewer:
- Dets: 4!# fd

'
*

,
. , -

Reviewed by: I oste: 6 -/PTe

.
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V00TI2 UNIT 1
|

-

mmurvt OF A NON-DrFACT GUIDE TURE SUFpORT PDi ymmaar y, !
ffEAM GENERATOR 7U5E55557 DEGRADATION. AplD |

RC8 IAM3EB FARTE
BAPTIT EVAIEA110N |I

L

1A INTR 000CI10N

Revision 1 of als safisty evaluados lasorpornaus edleorial and noninshalsal commens br the sake of
|co.ismae, and do not a or .mu oo.uons of.e .wn. ev ua.on.

1

On May 28, the.Vogtle Biscarte Osoeralag Flam Unk 1 Digital Metal Impact Maubring System (DhDIS)
detected a loose pan la steam ganarmor 4. Wi6tn approalmnesty 13 hours, the DMINS ladications wees
confirmed as e loose pan la the hat lag primary skle of sesam genersent 4. Due to safbty conseras regarding
the presense of a loose object la the primary side of a sessa generatar 0.e., deseadados of the pressee
boundary provided by the tube 404ubesheet wek0 Georgia poest made the danisiaa e samt down and retrieve
the pan. A shutdown /cooldown an=manemi and the No. 4. reactor coolant pump was stopped 90 hours aber
the initial DMD4s alarm. The RC8 water level was lowered to mid loo
steam ganarators were removed fbe channel head and tubesheet in@p and the hot leg manways of all $surns.

.-

Two para have been recovered from the steam gemarator No. 4 and are judged to be 6cta a guide esbo
support pla. The support pia nut and locklag devios (disc) have been removered hem the sesam smearator,
no aut is threaded osso the shank of the sepport pin and is alk,s caymred by the locking device which la
placed on top of the out. De locklag device is captured by a dowel pin ths is laserted stuough two holes
on each side of the wall a the top of the aus. This dowel pin is than welded to the disc.

One possible failure mode is that the support pia may have oracked where ibe shank sonneou to the shoulder
of es suppen pin, however te shank has not tuon recovered. Also, to dowel pin es is welded oom dm ,

!
loendng device during essembly has not been recovend. Addhionally, the weists of the of the 'se fouad'
aut is less than the drewlag weight which ladicanus that possible parts of the out have not been recovered.

Tbs support pin nut, shank, locidag devios, sad dowel pin may have been intact when tiny entered de steun
generseor. If this wm the case, significant Impacting ofibe locidas device / dowel pin weld likely sensed the
locklag devios to be released toet the dowel pin, then be reissed from the aut, and subsegosedy the shank
separated tom the aus. Derebre, it is postulated est the suppott pin shank and dowel pia semain
unrecovered in the primary system.

|-

wther possible Adlers anode is thm he support pla abank did not testure but the set, loaldag disc and
dowel pla cane loose and the support pia is mill la plass in the guide tabe. R is unknown at &ls thee how |

6e items tweame esparsed but the more oneservative usumpdan er this evaluation is to asunn es en |

shank as well as he dowel pin are unrecovend loose pers in te % Coolant Sysema A.

The purpose of tbla evaluedan is e assess the acospeeldliqr of operstlag Vogtle Unit 1 wi& the postulated |
loose parts present la the pennery sysses by evalmains the impact of the r 6Jaca on edalas composeats and'

rystems. Dis evaluadon wG1 also addren the safbty significanne of opersdom of Vogde Unit 1 wl4 de one.

faned support pin and seem generator 4 mbe sheet degradados. SieA k is aspected &st to plant would

|

|
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react to a DMIMS signal la the steam generseer as a result of a subsequena gekle abe suppen pia miture,
-

|

I
additional postulsad loces pans resulting from the ih!!urs of another support pin are not considered la elsI

waluation. This evalusion,is applicable ihr to remainder of this cycle of operaios.

Although failures la the lost of the appott pla have basa observed la a fordse plan, there has never been
a domestle leaf failure. Rasher, es mode of thuure has been observed to be at as suppen pia shank.
Derefore, it is Westlaghouse'sjudgement that the leaf would not fail, and for the purposes of this evaluados,

,

I
a leaf thliers is not eensidered. -

Westingbouse has completed many looes 7,an waluations he a saber of planes over asvr;al years $at
address plant operarica with loose pans and foreign ohjems of varytag shapes, stees and masrials. These
evaivations and plan spesifie analysis prove ti:e eastneering basis see weinseng the potential seem of es
loose guide abe suppott pin aut on the primary and mudliary system compossets no determins if sousinned
operation represents an unroviewed safety spasstloa.

s.e anGULATORY sAms '

|
'

The preense of a shank and dowel pin tom a gun tube support pia es loose parts la the primary systma
at Vogtle Unit 1 represents a change to the normal plant ocefigurolos. Title 10 cif the Code of Federal
Regulations, Part 50.$9 (10CFR$0.59) allows the holder of a license ashorising operation of a auslear power

|facility aba capability to evaluses cartain changes to the fhsi!!!y as deactibed la the PSAR. Prior itRC
|

approval is not naean-y to remra to power provided thss the almation does not lavolve an uanrviewed sadsyI

question or change to the Technisal Specifications incorporeasd in tbs license. k is, however, the oblisseios
of the liosases to malatala recor6 et changes, tests, ed esperimean to the thsOlty to the enest te sush
changes impact the 75AR. 10CFR$0.59 turther stipulases that these records shall laclude a wrinsa ovaluation

whidi provides the bases fbr the deternimia that the simation does not involve an untsvissed sainy |questiaa. A is the purpose of tida documsat to sealsfy the requirement tbr a udtema saisty evaluation.

3.0 LOOEE PART EVALUATSIBf

3.1 BACEGROUND AND I4085 FAR11 DfVENTORY

The coment rod guideinbos eroloemed in the apper pienum of'hs Vasile timit I resceor. Dese solde abas
are used to provide a pathway and appen ihr the conn 4 rods. If she guide tubes were a!! owed to becomu,
misaligned relative to thel asssabiles and contml roi drive system, fHetional drag foross may afRest the
ability of the sostrol mda to be lasetted within allowable utme limits and upos demand. 'ne upper region
of the guide tubss is bohed to the apper support plats. The control rod guide tube omstively is a supponed
cantilever beesa which contalas addlelonel restraint at the 'fken" and through two sostrol rod gun tube
support plas, also known as spik plas.

The suppon pias as located a the botsosa and of the control rod gulds a&es and are insened lato holes la
the upper oore plans. The only hemion of the suppen pins is to provkis laearal restraint Dr the honom and
of the comrol red guide tubes. De support plas resembla a thrind abays. De spik or thrload sad @omos)
of the plas are insanad lato the heims la the upper enre plas. He top of the pin insindes a erceded stad.
A aut is threaded ou en the seput pin, hereby assuring abs support pin assembly so the honota Sange of
the guide tubs. A dies shaped lasking dwise is placed on top of the support pla. 'Be locking devics has.

a bottom hoy which engages a sist la the top of the suppon pin. A dowel pia le laserted through holes la

.

)
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the wou of the ma and is welded to the locking devios prevealag rotaslon of the nut. Back cosuot rod gulds
.

tube contains two apport pin assemblies. The upper and of the ibal mesablies are coupled to the upper oore
plan by fuel alignment pins which are lategral with the upper core plane. This arrangement esseres tat the
control rod la not subiemed to any relative dhplacement between to fhet assembly and the contrai red guidetube.

Tbs followlag h a listing of tbs assumed uansevered loose parts:

Description: Guide Tube inpport Pia Shank
Nomlaal Dbasmslons: 1.pt long x 0. ado' diasseest er Ib. shoulder / shank conasalon
Material: Inoment X-730
Mass: < 0.25 lb.

|Quantkr. ous

Description. oulde Tube support Pin Dowd Pia
'

'
-

Nogalast Dumanioss: 1.0" long x 0.25' nomlad diameter
Material: Statalesa $1mml '

Mass: 0.011h.
Quandty: Ces

3.2 BEACTOR FRFfJSURE VESEEL SYSTEht '
*

3.2.1 REACIOR VaidfEL AND Df!ERNAIA

Looes parts fkoin the asyport pins are not sapened to adversely affbat either the upper or lower asesor
internals. For purposes of this evaluation it is posealased that the misslag guide tube support pis shank and
dowel pia may be carried by the reactor coolms flow lato the reacsor pressure vessel laist nossle, down the
downcomer and lato the vessellower pienen af oa.l

The effects of loose oldects on the reactor psessure vessel and inearnals are clasdfled under two nWor
handlags: Impact and wedglag. If a moving loans object hapacts upos a reestor pressure vessel er sector
laternals componset, there is a concern that uannelysed stresses are laduced in the target composset. If the
hapact load is of sumstant magnitude, dedonesion or fracture of the target structure may occur. If the loses'

object la of the appropriate sine to fit him oss of the clearseses between the reactor pressues venssi and
laternals, umanalysed loads are inau=d upon tone componens a the wedged object is compressed a the
sup sloess dus a relashe thermal espansion. The mass of the postulmed loose parts is not aussinst to
hupart any significant impeer loads on the teamer tenerses.

with rupest to wedging, en toads applied a to ressor vesen and insenals are highly dependser spon the
geomary (shaps) and asserid of the wedged obsest.1ts sumiman allowable mass of an Issommi X-730
(tsuslie strength 110,000 ps0 objem of arbitrary abape wedged betwasa the resciar laternals secondary core
support bm.e plate and reactor vesset lower hand was calculatui to be 0.52 pounds Apr another Westissbouse
plant based on the sellsqr comoeras of reassor pressure vessel stress and teessor lower laestnals lifting. Stace
the inass of both loons paru is less tan the esisalmed glowable of 0.52 pounds, the loose shank ikagesst
is acceptable based on wedging concerns.

.
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' Ins results of the andysis were the iba =>l== pthnary membreas stress intensity was about 105 of the
-

A3ME Code glowable vduas for nonnal, emergency, and thylted condkiens. Tbs local membrans stress
incassity was about 30% of the ASME Code allowahle vdeas tr the same ooedklees. hatasde analysis was
perbnned a obtain the istigue usage factor, wblah was head to be a assimum of 0.52 at the top of the
idealland weld. la masunary, the design andysis of as idealised weld which is significansty sadler than the
actual weld demonstrated significast margin reimive to the ASME Code diowabo stres ad heigue lhaha.

Review of as Forelga Oldest Demegn -

;

To aid in the evaluadon of the senet of the foreign object damage, the sodro esbesbest (5626 mbe ends,
includtag seven abe plugs) in 30 4 was inspected by Westingbouse persennel using high resohaloa viden
viewing and recordlag tashalques. For most of tbs tubes the outline of abs abettsbebast weld was clearly
visible he tbs ' live' laspeceloa and la tbs tapes, even though enensive pouning marks trees tbs breign
objest(s) are doo visible. For the most sevetely dainaged tubehubashast welds, on the ottier of a desen, tbs
oudine of the edge of tbs weld is not clearly visible. Since the random peaning of the tubesbest did not tesult
in the separation of maid fIrom the tubesbest, considersion of constaat vehume of plesde dobrassica applies,
thus, the everage location of the original sortice plane of the aw laddlag would be espected to bec
unssumed. Pertheriners, the laspection and the subseqaent review (s) ofiba video tape did not reveal damage
that appeared to violats (penettste) the 'as analysed" boundary of Figure 1. 'this was veriflad by a seperses
review of the tubesbest video scan tapes. '!be conclusion of tbs asassination(s) of the visual appearamos of
the underside of the tubenbest is that it appears that the amount ofinsaarial present at tbs tubehobenbest whids
is equal to or greater than that modeled la the origiad design analysh to demonstrans onepliance with the
requinments of tbs A5ME Code.

It was also reported that there was some reduction la the entramos diesesser of several hundred tubes due to
movement of the weld crown metal as a result of the peening action of the loose past. An esthume of the
sesst of the dienstar redomless on the flow sharemeriodos of the 50 concluded that a negligible effen on
the primary pressure drop and flow would result.

It is further noted that there was no evidenas of tearing or cracking of my of tbs divider plats, or channet
hand and tubasheet dad maserial, or tube 4sbesheet weld material br any of tbs damnaged tubs aeds. Finally,
h is noemd that there was no measurabis primary arencendary leakage la 304 bliowleg detmetion of a loose
part and wblie shut down was occurring. '!his fhnbar ladicaans that either no penettsdom of the weid(s)
occurred or if any complete penseraden of the abehubesbest wekl(s) did occur, the hydralls expension was
sufReleet to prevent leakage.

Strocesral Analysis of Degraded SG Thbes

in ihe event the the judasass of the previous accon is noe.consnvasive er some munha of tubes, a
estimass of the structural lanegrky of degraded ebes was perfonned. Since the evalossion of such damage
is not specifically tusstlosed la tbs provisions of Sostion XI of tbs A8ME Code, dellowing paragraph
IW3 3630 (and. perhaps, the lasset of IWB4720 he unsaticipated opensing events), an evaluation was per-
fbread which is is econdeem wi$ guidelines noseptable se the regulatwy autorky (dw Unbed Stem

Nuslaar Reguisory r'==taald beveg jarlsdiction at the plus site, Ls., Regulasary Golds 1.121. This |Regutanory Guide provides a basis for e valuating the suusmrd esangthy of degraded 30 tubes. Evaluations
wwe perbnned which dennestroud 6at tbs insertion comaus betwena the tube and the inbenbest (rs) la.

suf5 sleet to retais the tube la ibe T3 and to prevent sigalficant leakage duttag noted and postelsesd assident

.
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inspostloa, was conduced fbr all abas la rows one through futeen. m pnesses of ths hydraulic supansion
-

wkhout s!gnificant disastral anomalias was confinned

Ahowance hr NDE Mansurenset Error and lacranental plaw Osowth

Since the basis for thh pottles of the evduatica is the meumption of the total loss of the weld jotaing the abe
to se tubsahen, no allowanes he messunannt enor or lacamental degr=M= grove k squiral.

hbe Integrity Under Postalsted Lhsking Condklees

m final upest to be considered is abe kongrity under en postulsand ion of soolas sociden 0.ocA)
condition. It is apparent tu colkpos of the tobes is not of concern as a result of the desage to the tabe45
weld or T3 surfhse. If cracklag of the welds securred a some Apure thne, the surface of the crask wetsid

form a conical section relative to the abe and such that taovemse la the downward direction would be
prevented. Plaally, the secondary 4o 9thnery difhrestial pressure would be -1000 pol. Postulains the
penstratloa of weser into es abe&S ananlas would reduce the inestforsons premure to about 700 pel at to
top of the TS, decreasing linearly so asm asar the neutral bending pertos of the T3. Slaes a significant
laterfncial pressure would still be present, se signincaat #74 ary laaksge would be aspessed no
occur

3.4J Bleam Gemarsler hbe Imak Estes , '
*

In tbs unlikaly event that the welds of a raumber of tubes should fall, some prknary to secondary leakage

could be expected. His sestlos repons on Ibn results of analysis perbemed so conservatively athoses his g
Isakage by amanlag est the weld provides no resistanes to leakage. nus, the renaislas discussies is
predicated on hypothestsing that the wald is not pressat.

Primary 40 secondary leakage through the tube 43 crevies is governed primarily by to ersviss flow
resistance and tbs primary to seconday pressure drop. The crevice Sow resistance is empirically deaermined
and the correlation used in ible evaluation is based as amplosively formed Johns (WRX11X) a(|ussed to lho
Model P tube diamsest. A lhn! tad set of data engloying hydraulically sapanded Model F tubes we used to
show tha these crevices are of shallar or higher resistanos ihan the explosively fbreed arsvices.

'

I.aak Raes f+1aiwi=

Laak rats through the erovions wers odculate& using a D'Arcy Law brmulation for flow through a posons
inedium. In the Sow equation, pressure gradiset along to erovias la g,n':d en abs fhdd vis:calty. A
and votmnstric Sow rees,9 as,

=Kpg,

.

v?. ors the propost;onality coastant, K, is the empiricet flow resistance coedBeiset, 7 la the pressues, and
,

is distance along tbs axis of to stevies. A sede developed to use this Wenaulatics hr Sow GW corroeien
produets la tube tubesbest eroyless, DSNTFLO, was used ist the calculations. In addition to pressum and.

temperature crevice boundary opedklons a value of K is loput.

.

4
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Crevica Fe Rashtanos

Using svanable est dela, a correlation was developed br the Sow reinance of amplosively formed crevices
u a sumsdom of en calculated contact pressure herwena the abe and abeshest. Dem obtr.ined hos tess of
hydratkally expanded tubes,1,s., Model P tubelmbeshest inesthee data, was compared ts to correlsion
obtaland tem the explostvo letallatic,m. For a hydralls expansion presswo of 30 kat, tbs lower 955 naas-

1

i desce band ter the esplodvs abe/TI espassion bounded the dew naissanos he the hydralis abe/T5i

i spansisas. Since the kydralic tube /T3 apansions der ths Model F seastmors a Vogtle wars perbemed
a spesion pressures greater than 150 kel, the correimion he to emplosive abe/T3 exposion data wasj couldered to be validssed Dr use wit the hydraulic capasions la the Model F.,

5
i
t

no canelalag parammer for the now resistance, the contas presswe, h doestadasd by a amaber of fessors!
Inslallag pressus drop aeross the abe wdl, esaperemre difhrentid espansies and tubesbest bowlag hom{ the operadag differentid pressures. De aalmiaand contact pressure varies verdsally through ths T5 and alsoi

as a hacdon of radial locasion kom the vertical caemrilas of the SG. To obtala senservalve resehs, the
erevios asistanos al=tarb eensidered only the bosom 205 of the tubesbast and used the lowen contass
resistamos within that length. Hypothetion wed ernsk losses were asslesamt and only crevice friction was

j assumed a contribuss to crevics Sow resistamos.
!

| 1,ank Rass Rasulas

t .-
j ne crevise leek rates for normal operettag consideas a rodil of 5 to 30 inches Aum the verdsal escortine

of to 30were calculand to be -2108 gym per subs. Beyond 30 lades, he leak rats increases 11aserty to
j

s peak Isak rats of about 8s108 spa at a radius of about 49 laches. Thos, ovea if a signiacent emeber of
i tubes should leak, the total laak ras would be espected to remala below the adadaistredve lask rate of 0.1
;

spa, i.e.,150 gyd. If the esthamad dessa most severely damaged tubes lealed, the totalleak ress would
I

be on the osder of 0.01 of the adannistrasive limit. De leak rates esposeed a anled candiriana, e.g., a
i

postuland maam line break ovest, are itigalAcastly lower than thoes at normal ay* arias because the depen-j
deans of hak nos on oostact pnesure is of higbar ordar than the dependence on differsasial pressure. Dere-<

bro, the lastosse la Sow resistance due e the accident condidea pressurs tasroese retards Sow to a grenar
| extent than the lasmass la dow due the higher driving pressmo.'
<

i 3.4J CONCLUEIONg 3DR SG No. 4
i

j In sannsy, based en the review of the visual saamenselos of.the abasheet, k appears ths se mastial was
i act desseand to Ibo esset that tbs origind design analysis geometry of the tubs /mbesheet weld would be
! luvalidassi. Under these circumstances, the degndados of to abe/mbenhast welds and the tubenhaut
i cladding (und es channel head and dividst phes claddias) would be seasidered to be acomposide as is. la
! en evem es eis Judsaman is nea<menervatvo, only potamiany credible er a snart number or tubes (on
:

the order of a desen), the hydradle expansion installation latertmoos and the inesetse loads developed4

during opereden should k aufHelms a restrain an of he tubes la de abesheet wkh margins graner tan
tone spesined la RO 1.121. In addkloa, k has besa shown es the espected lankage toet tubes aftssend
= the amm en leakage could occur would not to aeremed a to signinsam men er a larse number or3

i tubes.

|
1 -

:
i
;

!
!
; .

!
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3.8 EEACTOR COOIANT F1hW MEASUREMENT,

Reactor coolant now measuremens ate made via delta pressure measurensets using pramre transmimers
where their lines operate with a no How (1.o. static) conditica, ne tqps are Sash with the laskie diamseer
ofits cross over les pipe and are not locand on the bosom of the pipe. Coolms Sow tem the steen
generator does act now diremly lato these tags. Sines the coolant Sow is not directed laso the pressure taps
and there is a no Sow condition into these tape, k is onlDely that the loose part would Sow into the up.,
Thorsesse, the sakey-related thaetions provided by these pressure ef=s will not be impassed trt the
loon pan.

3.p AUXILIARY EUFEMB
.

His evaluation assesses the potential impact of the loose part os ibe operability and inangthy of the safety-
raisied endilary synams durlag future Vogtle Usk I operation. For conservatism, engesats have been
walumed as wwi. nk walandon is based on es aperhees of mimadng loose pans and ibnism objuns
ihr several other Weedaghouse plans. De ib!!owing suidliary sysumu have to possatial to be esposed so
the loose part, and thersdore, have besa evalussed:

Chemical and Volume Control Systeen-

smargency care Coollas symma-

Containment spray System
,- *

Reactor Vessel Head Yset Spaun-

The evaluation of each systen is discussed below:

3.p.1 CHEhGCAL AND VOLUME CONTROL BYNEM

Imiown Lina
,

no only normally open pak by which a loose part can seter the Cheadcal and Volume Crarol
synaam (CVCS) is through the letdown line. la order ihr the loose part to mach the CVC5 letdown lias, k
must pass shrough the saan generseer tubes or the channel head drata hole at the bottom ef the senen
senaramr divider plass. De needown portion of tbs CVC5 is used to help malatain tbs rm wiser
level in the RCS pressuriser. Tbs caly safuty fhastions of the CVCS letdown line as reestor coolant
pressure boundary isolation and W- boundary isolasloa.

Any loose part.ths saa pass through the CYC5 piping is siipested to be able to pass through the RC5/CVCs
isolasloa valves, since these globe velves generally have seat bore that is appronkastsly as large as the inside
diatoseer of the lag. la WMan, k is damned unlikely thas an isolados valve will be able to map an oldest
while closing. , rubadancy casetes that the laolation fkastion remains achievable. Herefore,
the RCS pressure boundary Amselon is not utpessed to be adversely affected by the poesadal pressoas of the
loose parts,

ne leadown orifies provides tier a pressere drop between the high pressure RC3 and low pressure CVCS.
Blockage could occur et an orince due to its approximano 0.2" inside diameter. Blockass of the orinces
would becomo evident during normal operados and would not prevent landown via the esoses leadown lins,.

widch would permit normal plant shuidown.

l

.
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1be contahpnent isolados valves are located downstream of the lemlown ormess. Any loose part est is
postulated to be able to pass through ibe letdows crines, is expected to be able a pass through the larger
redundant cawnhunmar isolation valves. Also, it is deemed us!!kely that as isoladon valve will be able to trap
an object while closlag during its stroke thms. Therebre, the contakeneet isolmion functica is not espenst
to be af5scued.

Note, flow blockage witbla the CVCS would, at most, lit a relief valve or require use ofIbs enoess leadown
line until a pordon of abe CVC5 laulows line was 1salated to remove de blockage. Passage of 6e loose para
past abe reassor coolant f!! tar and the dominerallears is not onesidered possible. '!)ierehre, ao e6er CYC5
knetion la expecsed to be adversely sNested by the presanos of the loose pens.

Emmas IJadawn

ne essess leadown line is not considered to be essential since its letdown thastlos is only used a a basimp
to the normal letdown line. Flow blockage could occur, but is not espected, la the 1" essess letdown line
because the Sow is low and as such is not especed to direct loose para less es lias. Amy bloclage wesid
become evident during opersion. Blocings sould cause a loss of rednadsasy, be it is deemed unlikely est
the loose part would impact both normal letdown and essess leadows Ausdoms at only ane given time.

Any loose part that can pass through the excess letdown line is esposted to be able to pass through he |isolation valves, slace these globe valves generally have a seat bore that is approximately a large la the takle
diameter of to piping. In additloa, it is deemed unlikely that as laoistionvalve wel be able to trap an oldest
while closlad durlag les seoke time. Fartbermore, redundancy ensure that the isolmlon hactions emania
achievable. Derefore, the ascens letdown isolation hacdons are not esposed a be adversely affeceed by
the poematlat pressnes of the loose parts.

2.9.2 AUXILIARY SYgTEM FUMp3

Weeringbouse has evaluarad the residual best removal (RRR), charging /sahuy hdestles (NSQ and saisty
ledaction (SD pumps ihr ofloose pats, h support pin shank and dowel pia may or may not tasch
the auxiliary pumps intest. , the pumps were evaluated ihr Iba varecovered loose parts and metal
hagments produced by these temms.

The Vogtle Unk 1 RER pumps are lagersoll Dresser pumps model 8X20WDF vertical, slagte stage pumps
wit a difhser, h pump and motor are connected by a spool pleos. The critical insernal compassats he
the passage of debris are Ibs impeller, the difkser, the casing west rings and tbs machsaisal asal.

The CE/g! pumps are Ingersoll Dresser pumps modal 2-1/2" RL-U. The SI pumpe are Ingersoll Dresser.

Pumps model 3' JEP. Both the CE/s! and SI pumps are horisostal, undtistags, ditheer peeps wie two
mechaalcal seals. 'linese pumps have as waar lubricated bearings. The critical laternal components ihr the
passage of debris are the lapellers, diffhaars, casing wear rings, shaft bushings and mechanical seals.

,

Pragasau 6at reach the RER, CE/SI and SI pumps will libaly be limited la alas became larger tagesses
would have airesh been fhared by one or more other componnats lacluding the remmor innernata, the
anaeme==ane sump acreen, the RNR bout enchanger or 6e landown artfices.

.

i,
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%s only estive componsats est are expected to.be potendally afhstad by en pressoas of the loom part me.

the BCCS pmaps. ha RNR, CN/8I, and II pumps tabs suction kom to Refueling Water Storegs
Tank (RW3t durlag the IWestion phase of ECCS operation. A' loose part assM be carried las the Radhollag.'

Water serage Tank (kWST) via eo residual best renovel seesta line wham to messor reibeling cavity and
transter canal is drained ib! lowing a redheling operation. Once la the RW37, to absence of Sow velochy-

will allow the oWest a fhlt a the bottom of the tank where k wRl renais espped in the heel of the tank
j below the tank oudst. Thersibre, loose parts do not become a thcear durlag to 1(estion phase of a IACA.

Derlag the resirwlation phase of a accident, the RER pungs taks vuodos Sam the sectreulation sump. For
toss 4f coolant events, to RER pusqps had the CE/SI, and the II pumps. The **ah==* rectreulasloa

j
i

sump strocaste prevenu debris gros machlag the samp. As described la 7541 Sestion 6.2, the soap has
fine mesh screens that are provided to prevent partinias setsring the putsps. There6 s, das in the laborest,

i

daign and configuration of the sump seresa, particles tbs would pass thrad the may screen would not
be expected to adversely afbet the BCCS compoesma.

In ammary, se pnesses et de loans perm or eagmenu is not espected a nsve a adverse enhet on en
RCCS other than potential of RER peep interestians. Pump damage can to tescled and is not espected to
preclude the BCCS hoss pertendag hs fatooded fhastions.

3J.4 CONTAINMENT 8 FRAY SYBTEM
*

1 .

De Costalament Spray System (CSS), as dassribed la FSAR Seedos 6.2, is esad to provide best removalJ

capabDhy to maintala the post-essident oosalament pressure below the deelppassure sad is used to renove
elemoutal shborne lodias tout es containmaat stemsphere. The CSS la vest during both tbs indestion and
recirculation phases huowlag a LOCA Durlag the ladestion phase, the a==d===r spray pumps take

a

'

sustion kom the RWST and Aging the reciralation phase, RMR pumps tabs saadan Bom the restesulados
snaps. As described in the BCCS Section, oWees are not espected to be ablem ads the RWST. Llhowise
sump screens will prevent dabeis tom estaring the pumps. Theredoes, there h no enhet due e the pressene
of the support pla shank or tragossas during the lajecdos phase.

3.9J REAcr05 VEBEEL EBAD VEITT SYrFEbt

The Reactor Vessel Head Vent System (kVMVS) onesists of a roomtaly openble, safety grade vest pas to
the pressuriser relief task (PRT) hr use la vestlag sonoondensible gases tom es vessel upper head region.

*

Because of tbs low velockies la the opper head during normal operados, as uit a during vendag, it is not
expemend that the loose para could be saaled upward inao the vesting pipes. Its objests would sharedsee,
reside in es honom arm of de upper band and would not oosseum a potamed pmblem wkh asput a tin
operadon of to resser vessel head vent system.

;

.

d
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i- 48 frEUCTURAL Off5GRITY OF GUIDE TUREg WITH PorENTIAILY FRACTURED
gUPPORT FIN EEANE

Tito possarial set stress corrosion cracking la the guide tube support plas he long basa recognised.It is
; noemd that there is a sigalficant economic risk assocised with fhilure of the pins became of the potendel ter
{ damage which can remit kom to presence ofloose parts wkbla Ibe reecer coolant syenu. Further, since
! the apport plas yeovide allgament and support he the control rods, kilure of these pies ralees consera
{ relative to the abl ity a lasert comuoi rods on demand. However, because of the design of the suppen plas,
| short sana pica with cruksd or broken appen plas was doesnaland to not ranuit la a sehty leeue. Tbs
j basis he able determlaation la the exisesans of a shoulder or coGar on is sqpport pins which anows even a
'

guide abs with broken support pins ta maintela alignmens,
j '.

! Stanotural evaluations have bens portrand on oossrol rod guide tubes he other plaats seeming either ons
: pia fumadonal or no plas thestional la order to dotarmies the eftet os connot rod lasanabuky. During i

,

i
nonnat operstlag coadhions, even if the support pins wars not pressat, the fhdty provided by the sukis tube I

held down bolts plus the rigidity of the gulds tube itself should malmata adespme aligneast. Even during
nacidset condisjoes, only one pla is amadad to resarata the lower and of the guise taba. However, if only one
pia were installed the sukle tubes would be soldest to a torsional displassmaat which is ast desirabis.

However, if a plant operseas br mulrlple cycles with broken support pins, it is concalvable that this opold
| reesit la west of the support pin shoulder and/or the correspondtag holes in the upper core plan. If'1kis
| occurs, the loads acting on ihn comrol rod guide tubes alght result la danestions and lasral alsallgement
i of to guide tubes. De resula of control ved drop tbas easts can be useful la datanniming if sigalficant
i misaligaments adet at monant plant operating aaamaan. If significant weer has ossumed and if nonnal

,'
opermaing loads ero sufficleady largs to efhst the alignment of gnido tubes which cosoda degraded plas, en || lacrease la rod drop ties over the life of abe plant would be aspected. la particular, the flesbility is fueh

i that guide tubes locand la the high flow locations aner the outlet annales would be most afhteed by his weer
phanessman.

-

A review of historisel sod drop time data for Vogde Unit 1 was perbreed. Taking lass consideration es
fun! design changes that have occurred, there is no trund that ladicata degradation. Dus k is reasonable to
conclude that sigalficant weer at the support pin shouhler to core plus lassifhos has ptobably not occurred

; and the control rods wal contiane e theodos monaally, even under small break 1DCA condinous. |' '

(Redisrease 3)

3.s Amamenweer OF UNREVIEWED 3AFETY QUErrION

operedes of Vogtle Unh 1 with broken gukle tube support pia and one suppott pla shaak and one dowel pia j
present la the primary system has basa evaluaand salag the guidance of NEAC425 and does not represset
sa unroviewed safbty question based on the bliowing justificatloa.

1. WR1 the probabilhy of an accident previously evaluated la ths FgAR be leerensed?

No. The presence of loose parts la the RCs of Vogtle Unit 1 do not eenae ibe Inkiados of any
accident not create any new credible limitias single fhilste not result la any even pseviously denned
incredible being made credible. la addidon, the selhey thaedoes of sahey related systems sad

.

9
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i

componeas, which are reland to pseventing transients front evolving lato aouldses have not beam i
i

altered. narefore, the probability of an aseident previously evaluated la the PSAR will not be
increased by to proposed mediocation. System laesgrity is maintaland.

;

Additionally, the prosecos ofloose pans is not expected to adversely af!bst the nuclear fuel from a <

flow blockage, DNS, or fuel temperature standpoint during normal operation and posanlated accidaat )4

ooeditions.

Due to the design of the support pins, operssion for es current cycle wl4 cracked or broken support i,

pins was also determined to not result la a safssy leses, l

2. Will the consequences of an accident prwlously evalumed in the FSAR be lasreased?
!

No. The potential pressana of the loose parte does not aftsst the langrity of the fbal assembly or
reactor internata such as its functica In the control of radiological conseqeeness is enested nor does
les presence aNect any fission product barrier. The possibility ofIbese loose parts does not change,
degrade, or prevent the response of saisty ruimed mitigation sysmas to accident sessarios, a
described in the FEAR.11:are h no sNast en any assumption pseviously made la the redlelogical
ma=& evaluations nor aNast on the mitigstloa of the radiological econquences of as nacidset
described la the PSAR. llievedbre, the ognsequences of as accident previously Waluated in the PSAR
will not be lacreased. Poenatjal damage to the fuel will not result la claddlag thGure la escens of that
already assuand he tbs initial conditions of accidents.

The only consequenos of normal plaat operaties or a design basis event with the observed condition
i

of SO 4 tube fr$ welds, would be ang!!gible leakage betwesa the primm 'o secondary systems.1he
tube Isak raes expeond durlag normat operation will romala below to administrative !!ait. The leak

*

ras expected during design basia poets are significandy lower than thoas se normal operstlos because
of ihe dependence of leak raes on tuberr$ aostant prueum, and wn! mania wieln leak mass
previously assened for 6ccident analyses.

1

3. May the posibilky of a assident which h diffaut than any aimady evalumed in de F8AR be
lacreased?

No. Tbs poemsla! pressess of locos parts does act case the inklation'of any accident not creses
any asw credible limitias single buuro and does not result la any event paaviously desned insredible
belag made eredible. All eredible senaarios of migratloa, lodging, or imputing of to loom objess
have been evalemed. None of tan smearios resula la an incream la du probabBty of an assides,
includtag any accidemia that may be dinersat than already evaluated la the FIAR. The probabutty
of the loss of RER function during shuklown (US NRC Generic IAlter 88-17) has not been increased.
Surveillance testing' wul be eonducted to adahat=e the eSuss on the BCCS penps.

In addhion, the asisty functions of saasty related systens and componsam, which are relmed w ,
accident skisaties, have not been aleared. As and, the potential presence of loose parts does not
create the possibRity of a assident differest $an any evaluated in to PSAR.

.

_._._._._ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___, _ -- - --
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De proposed modification does not amuse the laitiatloa of any arcidset not crosse any new credible
lisahtag slagte fhilvre, ne proposed modWication does not result la any event gewlocaly deemed
incredible being made aselble. la addhion, es saany aestion of asesy related systems and
components, which are related to socident midgalen, have aos been altated. As such, the loose pens
do not crests the possibuhy of an epipment malfhastlos dithreat than any evalumed la the PSAL

1 Will the margin of sa9my a deAnsd la the bases to any teshaical specification be reduces?

;

No, nis situation does not a5sse the bases of any Tashaical Spesiflemien. De marsh of sesmy
whh respect to plant sahey is provided, la part, by as sassqr thesars included la the A5ME Code rA
by the conserveless tahmust la the aseldaat analyses. As engineering walussion of the dar#
tubs /T5 welds concluded the they coatinue to be in asaoed wish the assumptions of the origins' design1

analysts and se retain the taberent margia of sensey assosiased wie the use of the A8bG Code.

It he been concluded the lategrey of the pressure boundsty has not abanged u a result of the
presence of loose parts. The margin of samsy is not reduced, slaas loose pests do not crums aer
condition more liaising than that assumed la the plant ashty analyses, ne presense of loose pans
will act esuas the availability, operability, or performanos of the saisty related systems and
components in be less than previously assepad.

|.
,

j d.. cmews=
i

operation of Vogde Unk 1 wit one suide tube support pin broken and the shanic and dowel pin presamt la
;

the primary sysisen has been evaluated using the guidance of N5AC 125. , Dis evaluation concludes tu the
plant components and safety systems wal not be adversely asseted durhw sonnel operadon and assidset

; condidons due to tbs brobaa guide tube support pin and tube shoes degradation tr this operating cycle, and|,
; e situation does. net represent na unreviewed sassey eastion.

!
i
i
i

|
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Wes'NWas letter NSD.JLM 6193 subject ' Effects of a Poesocial Loose Object on S/0 Ineernals
et Vogde Unk l' June 8,1996 -

3.
Westinghouse letter MSE RABA 1062 Subject 'Vogde Unh 1 - Guide Tube Support Pia Loose Part
Reactor Internals Sassey Evaluation Input' km 8,1996
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Westinghouse EnergySystems emses
N *' ""Bectdc Corporation

*
Juns 11,1996

.

RsE WWA-5053B

Mr. C. K. McCoy
Vice President, Nuclear Vogtle Project
Georgis Power Company
P. O. Box 1295
Birmingham, Alabama 35201

VOGTLE ELECTRIC OENERATING PLANT
UNIT 1

Non-Intact GuMa Tube Sunnart h Ansamh S**am Generatar
Tubesheet Derradation and RCS Loose Parts

Dear Mr.McCoy:

Attached is Westingbouse Safety Evaluation CwMig SECL-M.0911, Rev. 2. This revision
documents the foreign object ikked from the No. 4 Steam Gener tor cold leg on June 8.

Questions or comments may be directed to this ofEce or to Don Cecchett at (412) 374-4999,

sincerely, .

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION

r) J

r~
AttacMaar J, L. Tain, Manager

Georgis Pome CompanyPresects

- - u.un .

|

|

|
|
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Custamer Reference No(s).
N/A
Westinghouse Reference No(s).

WESTINGHOUSE
SAFETY EVALUATION CHECK UST

1) NUCLEAR PLANT (S) Vorde Unir 1

2) CHECK LIST APPLICABLE TO: Assessment of a non-Intact Guide Tube Support Pin Assembly. ;

tra== Gan= rater Tubaaw Dear = Man and RCS imm Parts

3) The written safety evaluation of the revised procedure, demgn change or modification required by
10CFR50.59 has been prepared to the extent required ari is =ttmehad. If a safay evalusion is not

i
requind or is lacomplace for any reason, azplain on Page 2. Parts A and B of this Safety Evaluation '

Check List are to be completed only on the buis of the safaywaluation performed.

CHECK LIST - PART A

3.1) Yesl No_ A change to the plant u described in the FSA17
3.2) Yes_ No1 A change to procedures u described la the FSAR?
3.3) Yes Nol. A test or experiment not described in the PSAR?
3.4) Yes_ Nol. A change to the plant technical specifications (Appendix A to the Operating

License)?

4) CHECK LIST - PART B Qustification for Part B answers umst be included on page 2.)

4.1) Yes_ No1 Will the probability of an accidant previously evninntad in the FSAR be
lacreased?

4.2) Yes_ No1 Will the consequences of an accionpreviously evaluated in the FSAR be-
increased?

4.3) Yu_ NoX, May the possibility of an accident which is dlNerent than any already evaluated
in the FSAR be created?

4.4) Yes_ No1 Will the probability of a malfunction of equipment impottant to safety previously
evaluated la the FSAR be increued?

4.5) Yu_ Nol. Will the consequences of a malfunctics of equipment important to safety
previously evaluated in the FSAR be lacreased?

4.6) Yes_ Nol, May the possibility of a malfunction of equipment Important to safety different
than any altsady svaluated in the FSAR be created?

4.7) Yes_ No1 Will the margin of safety as defined la the bases to any %W specification
be reduced?

.
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; \N the answers to any of the above quescions are unknown, Indicate under 5) REMARK 5 and saptain'

below.
.

,

If tbs answer to any of the above questions in Past (3.4) or Pan B cannot be answered in the negative,;

the change review requires an application Abr licsono amendment la accordance with 10 CPR 50.59 (c)'

and submitted to the NRC persuant to 10 CPR 50.90.
!

1 5) REMARKS-
-

! Tne answers given in Sectico 3. Pan A, and Section 4. Part B, of the Saflety Evaluation Checidist, ete
j based on the anached Safety Evalunion. -

Reference docuanear(s):

_-

.,

POR PRAR UPDATE

] Secnon: Pages: Tables:- Figures:
1

Reason for / Description of Change:

:

-

i

- >

Prepared by: * /- -'M ---. Dm: ///9c
_

Indeputdcat Reviewer:
_. . Date: d>I//%2 -

, ,

Reviewed by: /A* Das: 4-
,

if

4

.
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VOGT12 UNIT 1
A88ES$ MENT OF A NON DITACT GUIDE TURE SUPPORT FIN A38DSLY,

frEAM GENERATOR TURE5HEET DEGRADATION, AND
RC5 LOOSE PARTS

BAPMT EVALUATION
.

.

1.0 DmtODUCTION
'

Revision 1 of this safety evaluados lacorporarad editorial and noe4achnical comade for the sake of |
ecosistency and do not alter the bests or conclusions of the original evaluation.

Revision 2 of this safety evalnados incorpora:as the most recent retrieval of a loose pan tom &c Vogtle [
Unit I resetor coolant system. The part is a fragment of the previously evaluated guide abe support pin noz |
that was found in the cold leg piping and does not alter the basis or conclusions of the original evaluetled. |

On May 28, the Vogtle Electric Gaearating Plant Unit 1 Digital Metal Impact Monitonns System @MIMS)
detecsed a loose pan in steam geestmor 4. Within approximasely 15 hours, the DMIMS ladiostions were
confinned u a loose pan la the hetleg primary side of steam generaser 4. Due to safety concerns regarding
te pressace of a loose objas is the primary side of a steam generator (i.e., degradalon of the pressure
boundary provided by the abe<odubenheet weld) Georgia Power made the decisloa to shut down and rendove
the part. A shutdown /cooldown ama=*8 and the No. 4 reactor ecolant pump was stopped 90 hours after
the inkial DMIMS alarm. The RCS water level was lowered to mid4oop and the hot leg manways of all four
steam generators were removed for channel head and tubesheet inspeedoes.

nres loose parts have been retrieved item the Vogtle Unit i reactor coolant system. Two pans have been !
recovered hem the steam generamt No. 4 and are judged to be from a guide tube suppon pin. He suppon
pin nut and locking device (disc) have basa recovered aom the steam generator. A &agment of the suppos |
pin nut has been recovered from the cold les piping. The not is threaded one to shank of the suppen pia i
and is then captured by the locking device which is placed on top of the nut. The locking device is captured
by a dowal pin that is Insaned tiuough two holes on each side of te wall at the top ofits nut. Dis dowel,

i pin is then welded to the disc.

One possible failure mode is that the support pin may have cracked where the shank connects to the shoulder
of the suppen pin, however the shank has not been recovered. Also, the dowel pin that is wolded omeo te
locking device during assembly has not been recovered. Additionally, the weight of the of the "as-lbund"
not is less tan to drawlag weight which indicates that possible pans of the nur have not been recovered.

De suppen pia not, shank, locking device, and dowel pin may have been intact when they entered the steam
senerator. If this was the casa, significant hupacting of the locking device / dowel pin weld likely caused the
locking device to be released kom the dowel pin, then be telemed from the nut, and subsequently the shank
separated from the nut. De support pin nut received impacting such that soms of k Rugmamad as evisoced j
by the place found in the cold leg. Derelbre, k is postulated that the suppon pin shank, the dowel pin and I
some fragments of the support pin ma remala unrecovered in to primary system. [

Another possible failure anode is &at the suppon pin shank did not fracture but the out, locidag disc and
' ,

dowel pin came loose and the support pin is stfllla place la the sukie tube. k is unknown at Ibis time how

.

.
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The suppon pins ars locand et the bosom and of to control rod guide tubeg and are insened lato holes la
the upper core pise. M only fbnalon of the suppen pins is to provide laseral restralat for the bottom end
of the control rod guide tubes, b suppen pies resorable a ibeled shape. The split or forleed and (bosom)
of the pins are laserted laso the holes in the upper core plate. The top of the pin includes a threaded stud.
A nut is threaded on to the suppen pin, thereby securing to suppor*. pin My to the bottom flaags of
ibe guide mbe. A disc shaped locklag device is placed on top of the .upport pin. He locking device has
a bottom key which engages a slot in the top of the suppen pla. A dowel pin is Innened through holes |n
the wall of the nut and is welded to the locking device preventing rotation of to nut. Each control rod guids
tube contains two suppon pin assemblies. De upper end of the thol nuemblies are coupled to the upper core

|
plate by fuel aligm- at pins which are loingral with the upper core pine. His arrangement ensures the the '

control rod is not subjected to any relative displacement between the fuel assembly and the centrol rod guide
tubs.

.

De fbilowing is a listing of the assumed unrecovered loose pans:

Description: Guide Tube Support Pin Shank
Nominal Dimensions: 1.93" long x 0.660' d!ame'er at the shoulder / shank connection
Material: Inconal X-750
Mass: < 0.25 lb.
Quantity: One

Description: Guide Tube Support Pin Dowel Pin
Nominal Dimanalaan: 1.0" long x 0.25' nominal diameter ,

Material: tenial m Saeel
Mass: 0.01 lb.
Quamuy: One

Description: Fragmaats from the Guide Tube Suppen Pin Nut |
Nominal Dirn*= alans: various sizes |
Material: Inconal X 750 |
Mass: < 0.11b. total |
Quantity: various |

.

3.2 REACTOR PEESSTJEE VESSEL SYSTEh8
.

3.2.1 REACTOR VESgEL AND DGE|RMAIA

Loose parts fkom the support pies are not expected to adversely affect either the upper or lower resaor
internals. For purposes of this evaluadon it is postulmed that the missing guide mbe suppon pin shank and
dowel pin may be carried by the toestor coolant flow into the reactor pressure vessel inlet nossle, down the
downcomer and into the vessel lower pienum region.

De effects of loose objeets on the reactor pressure vessel and interuals are classified under two major
headings: impact and wedging. If a moving loose object impacts upon a reactor pressure vessel or reactor
internals component, there is a concern that unanalysed stresses are induced in the target component. If the
impact load is of sufficientimagnitude, defornution or fracture of the target structure may occur. If the loose

'

.
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1. Will the probability of an accident prwwusly evaluated in the FSAR be lacreased?

Nc. The presence of loose petts in the RCS of Vogde Unit 1 do not cause the lakladon of any
accident nor create any new credible linuting single faDure nor result in any event previously deemed
incredible being made credible. In addition, the safety functions of safety related systems and

,

'

components, which are related to proveering transients kom evolvig into accidams have not besa |

altered. Theredbre, the probability of an aceidest previously evaluated la the FSAR will not be
lacreased by the presencs of loose paru System Imagrity is maineminna.

|

Additionally, the presence of loose para is not expecsad to advetsely afEsct the nuclear thal 60s a
Bow blockage DNB, or ibal samperatura standpois during normal operadon and posadated accident
condidons.

Due to the design of the support pins, operation for the current cycle with cracted or broien support
pins was also determined to not result in a safety issue.

2. Wut the consequences of an accident previously evaluated la the FSAR be increased?

No. The potendal presanos of the loose para does not affect the latogrity of the thel assembly or
-

reactor internals such that la funcdon in the control of radiological consequences is affected nor does
its presence affect any fission product barrier. The possibility of these loose parts does not change,
degrade, or prevent the response of sadsty relased %+ systems to accident sessarios, as
dessnbod in the FSAR. There is no affect on any assumption previously inade la the radiological
consequence evaluadens nor affect on the mitigation of the radiological consequences of an accident
described in the FSAR. Therefbra, the consequences of an wrMant previously evaluated in the F5AR
will not be incraued. potential damage m the thei will not roult in daMM fht!ure in escess ofIba

i already assumed for the initial conditions of accidents.
!
i

j 1he only consequence of normal plant WW or a design basis event with the observed ooadition
{ of SG 4 tube /T5 walds, would be negligible leakage between the pnmary to secondary systems. The
i tube leak rate espected during normal opersion will remain below the adelaistradve linsk. The leak
; rue expeceed during design basis evoets 'are signi6cantly lower than those at nonnal operales because
j. of the dependence of leak rate on tuberr5 contact pressure, and wUl ramala wkhin lask rseas
j previously assumed for accident analyses,
s

; 3. May the possibilky of an accidsat which is diftbrant thaa any already evalumed la the FSAR be
! lacreased?
I
{ No. The poteadal presence of loose parts does not cause the initiation of any aceldaat nor creas
j any new credible limiting singis fhilure and does not result in any event previously deemed incredible
; being made credible. All credible emoarios of migrama, lodging, or bepacdag of the loose objects
i have beso evaluated. Nons of theos scenarios resulu la as increase in the probabuky of an aseident,

lacluding any accidents that may be diftbrem thac, already evaluated in the FSAR. The probabilky
i of the loss of RNR ihastion during shutdows (US NRC Generic !.atter 88-17) has not been inroesed.
! Survelliance testing will be conducted to minimias the essets on the BCCS pumps,

~

s

;
f

3
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6. May the possibuley of a malfunction of equipment imponet to safety different &an any already
waluaasd la tlw F5AR be creased?

No. Loose parts are not expected to adversely aftbet the reactor vessel, reactor 1mernals, pressurtaur,
teactor coolant pump, or eartnal equipment. The loose parts wE not adversely impact any safety-

j
v

related instrumentation becess ibe loose parts me not especsed to move and orient eemselves to
{enact to instrumentation.

The pressace of the loose pens does not case the Initiation of any accident nor creams any new I
credible llatting single failure. De condition does not result in any event previously deemed
incredible being asede credible. In addisloe, the sahey fhastions of safety relmed systems and
components, which are reland e accident ahlgation, have not ben altered. As suh, se loowpans
do not create the possibility of an equipment maltection different than any walueend in tbs PSAL

7. Will se margin of safky as defined la the bases to any technical We* dan be toduced?
|

No. Dis situation does not a5ect es bases of any Technical 5,-*W The margin of safhy !
with respect to plaat safety is provided, la part, by the sahty hetors included in the ASME Code r d !
by te conservansas inharent in tbs accident analyses. An engineering evaluation of the damaged
tuberr$ welds coneluded that they continue to be in accord with the asumptions of the original design
analysis and so retain the Inherent margin of safety assoclased wkh the use of the A5h5 Code.

|

It has been concluded the ietsgrity of the pressure boundary has not changed as a result of me
.

!

presence of loose phrts. The margin of safky is not reduced, since loose puts do not create any j
condition more limiting than that assumed in es plant sahey analyses. %c presence ofloose parts
will not cause the availability, operability, or perfonnenes of the safety related systems and

,

compossets to be less than prwiously acompted, l

i

i

6.0 CONCLU5 EON
,

Operadon of Vogde Unit I with one guide tube support pin broken and the shank and dowel pin present in !
&s priesary system has been evaluated using the guidance of NIAC.125. This evaluation concludes that the

|lP ant componess and safety systems will act be adversely atheted during nonnal operation and accident j
conditions due to the broken guide abs suppon pin and tabe shese degradation for this operating cycle, and
&ls shuanon does not tupresent an unrwlewed safety queados.

3

.

.
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purpose of detecting the presence ofloose pasts. If dgaals a. Sensor types, mouatmg locations. .ad mounting
indioste the presence or possibility of a loose part, stadon procedures, including' critsda for choice of sensor and
personnel abould scruste the data acquisidos systein to mounting locations. -

obtain data for further evaluation. .
,

'

(d) At least osos per 31 days: Perform channel.
functional tests. e. Anticipated major sources of external and laternal

entraneous noise..

(e) At least osos per 92 days: Vesify that the
ibackground noise mesmred duringnormal plant operationis d. Precautions taken to ensure acquisition of quahry
i sufAciently smau that the dgaal aseodated with the specified - data.
: detestable loose.part impact would be cleatty dissaraible is
the presanos of this t,ackground noise. Verify that the damal s. Description of the manner in which the alert level will
from each recomumended sensor does not falsely indicate be determined and also the alent logic (if any) employed by
the presence of a loons part. This should include comparison the system hardware and software in genersting an alert
with data, including audio data, obtained at the time of the dgaat. This should include a description of the prograsa
last two quarterly measumments to verify that there does espabGity for distinguishing between a loose part and
not saist a significant trend or anomaly that may falsely normal background noise.

' indicate the presones of aloose part.ThP!-~8 aad =ha ,

hgic may be revised to provida far the background sales af- f. Referones to the tarkalraf specificados (see Regula.
Taas later snaamroments/!f the revision is not toteparary, ) tory Position 5).
'Its detans shows os sustaitted within 60 days to the Com.
smissoa as as amendi===* to the progresa denaription. 3. Summary of supplemental data and diagnostle

j procedures that are available and that can be used as part of ,
(3) Cold shutdown or refuellas: At least osos per a diagnostic program to confinn the presenes of a loose i

13 months, verify channel calibration using a controlled part. The sammary should address the use ofinformation (
saechanical input (e.g., weight faring through a known from plant process signals, radiation leakage monitors, )
distanos that impacts the external surface of the reactor operating history, enere(sing of control roda, cycling of l

seelant pressure boundary). Channels should, as necessary, primary coolant pumps, and laspection of the primary
be recalibrated at this time. If recaMbration is necessary, coolant system.
eensiderstica should be given to suplesemsat of unstable
components, h. Procedures for perfonning channel check, channel

feastional test, and background noise assesurements. |i

b. Ausemetic mode. The automatic mode should be
activated automatically when the predesignated alert levelis L procedures for minimir.ing radiation esposure to
easseded. Activation abould comprise an audible or visual station personnel during maintenance, calibration, and
alarm to the control roose operator and simultaneous irLitis. diagnestic procedures. (Reference in Chapter 12, " Radiation
tion of data recording equipment. Data abould be acquired Protection," of the Safety Analyris Report.)
for a sufficaent period of time to properly characterise the
agnals from sensors saltably selected to provide maximum J. Training program for plant personnel that addresses
diagnostic information (e.g., the alarming sensor and several operatica of the system hardware and the purpose and
adjacent sensors may be solested). Each alert should be implementation of the loose.part detootion progrem.
doommented with regard to time and plant condition. (Raforenes in Chapter 13. " Conduct of Operations," of the

Safety Analysis Report.).

If the alert level is caoseded or if the weekly audio
monitoring or quarterly measurements indicate the presence k. De applicaat should verify that the system within
or possibility of a loose part, diagnostic steps should be containment wiu be designed and lastaDed to function ,

Itakes withia 72 hours to determine whether a loose part is foUowing an soiamis events up to and including the OBE.
yeesent and to dotannine les safety signifloanos.

5. Nhnical Socificacias for abe Imose part Detection $nten
d. Content of Selety Analysis Reports

A technical specification for the looss-part detection
A description of the loose-part detection program should system should technicelyecification

be submitted to the Commissica la response to the NRC h "'I 5 ' d .
staff request for laformation on loose.part detestion systems '

in Section 4.4.d " Instrumentation Requirements," of Regu. a. The location of the required sensors.
Istory Guide 1.70, " standard Format and Content of
Safety Analyds Reports for Nuclear Power Flants." b. A limiting condition for operation requiring the

- loose part detection system to be operable durtris startup
The program description should include thoes its and power operation. lf all ehaaaal af onn or mere callge

covered in Regulatory Positions 1,2,and 3. Special attentio tion _resions are innoL=him far -e therL30 deve the
should be given to the foDowing itemss reactor a**Taae 6. .huun-a hun a nascial report should

1.1 35 h/_
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! f. be* ntspared and_ rubraitted to the r*= =m- e

.

with the specified portions of the Commissian's regulatisas,_n

the rest 10 days outenina the cause otths' =Mhnetisn
the method described herein will be used by the NRC staff

'
1

and the -"~ for restoraat the ^=natta) in = anersble in the evaluation of d construccon permit applications andy
-- - all operstag license appucations under review by the staff

'

'

aftot January 1,1973.
*

c. A susveGlanos requirement that nach channel of
| .the loose part detection system be demonstrated operable
]

| try a channel check performed at least once per 24 hours,
For reactors licensed to operate prior to January 1,1973,a channel functional test performed at least once per3

;
31 days, and a salibration test performed at least once per loose part detection systems that conform to commitmeats
Is anonths. of the Heense application should be instded and operable.'

The instdation should be reviewed by the uccasse to
1 6. Notification of a 1mose Part enmare that the.quahty of the instdation and the salibre-
i tion and une of the equipment are consistent with the recom-

If the prosesse of a loose part is confirmed, the Commis- mandations of this guide to the extent feasihts for the loose.'

alon abould be actified according to the guidelines for part detaction systam to which the licensee committed. The
; sportable coeurrences that can for " prompt notification review abound include an evaluation of the onaformance to

the appropriate programmatic aspects of the guide, specifi-i with witten followup" as summarized in Regulatory
Guide 1.16, "Raporting of Operating laformation-Appendia cally Sections C.2 and C.3, and whether specific hardware
A Technical 5pecifloations." or installation modifloations are needed'to make the systems

effective for the detection ofloose parts.
! . The foDowup report to be submitted to the Commission
; within 2 weeks of the initialnotification of the presence of

in caans where Hoensees of operating resetors (Econsad: a loose part abould include (1) a summary of data obtained
in the manual and automatic data acquisition snedes;(2) a prior to January 1,1973) have not previously committed to

summary of the analysis, inspections, and correlations with lastau a loose-part detection system or where the design of

opersting data that were performed to evaluate data from an existing system precludes upgrading to an effective

* the L yi detection program; and (3)a sammary 6f functional capability, the licensee should lastd a system in
'

-

conformance with the programmatic aspects of the guide,conclusions and a description of modifications or other
actions planned or already performed to evaluate the safety

specificaDy Sections C.2 and C.3, or propose an acceptable

hapucation of the loose part or to ensure that system and alternative. la casas where a loose part is known to be
present or there exists e high probabiHry that a part maycomponent safety functions are not impshed.
become loom based on expanasco with other reactors of
simnar dealsn, a loose-part detection system conforming toD. Ig4pLEMENTATION this guide should be lastaund.

The purpose of this section is to provide jaformation to
applicants regarding the NRC staff's plans for using this A letter wB1 he seat to the liocasse for each operating
regulatory guide, plant requesting that cash licenses complete a review of his {

loose 9 art detecnon program and make any appropriate
'

provisions for equipment and program revisiana. Documenta.This guide reflects current NRC staff practice as outHaed
tion describing the reanita of this review and the resultant

b sectiond.4 of the Standard Review Plan.1he method loosetarts detection program should be prepared and
presented in this guide has been recognized as acceptable
for complying with the Commismon's regulations since avaDable for inspection. it is the intent of the NRC to,

January 1.1978, require that this effort, includlag the documentation, be
!

'

completed witida 6 months after the effective issuamos4

*

date of this guide unless additional tian isjustified by thej Therefore, except la those cases in widch the applicant
licenses is naposse to the NRC request to review theproposes sa acceptable alternative method for complying looss-part detection program,i

,

<
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